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lisiiiuKiOllOiii 
iBinee the era of iiytrid. corn., mai;-;© monoi^loids have 
been tentatively oonsidered as possible sources of iiomo-
zygoiis dii^loid liass. One oi' the ea.rlieat to suggest the 
productioii of iiomoaygotes through iadaeed parthexiogenesis 
was Itfist (1930). i 'or years this Idea reiiiaiiied a specula­
tion du€^ to mono iilo ids being quite rare, ftir therm ore, 
these plants arer# selfed with difficulty because of tiie 
irregularity of meiosis# As a result this source of 
homozygous diiiloid lines remained untouched until someoii© 
stoo old Unci methods of ijroducing monoifloids in number and 
succeed in selling a goodly proj^ortion of them. 
A papier entitled "Mcxioijloid frequencies in a cofimer-
cial double cross hybrid raaise, and its coiaponent single 
cross hybrids and inbred lines" by biierret S. Ciiase, Iowa 
State College, Arses, Iowa, was received by tienetics on 
August 18, 1948, wherein Dr. Chase stated that 43 mono-
iJloids were identified from 36,684 seedlings, an average 
frequency of 1:900• In another paiser entitled "Spontaneous 
doubling? of the c?iTOjuoSome oanplement in iaoB.oploid sporo-
phytes of maize" submitted for pablic^ tion April 15, 1949, 
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Dr. Cha e stated that from 48 monoploids derived from 
Golden iiaataffi sweet corn, 22 had yielded one or more 
kernels on selfing, fertile pollen and ears were ascribed 
to dij/loid sectors. 
Thus by i-utting together techniques alreaay £ivail-
able, by the use of marker stooks obtained from L. f. 
Randolph, and by taking advantage of spontaneous doubling, 
ijr. Chase was able to demonstrate that homozygous maize 
diploids could be obtained in large enough nuoto crs for 
practical use in a breeding prograra. 
The yo'tmg maiae monoploids can bo isolated at about 
seven days by use of a purple marker g efi.0, a nd the fre­
quency of dii^loid sectors is such that with.cut treatment 
of any kind ten pe r cent of the mono-loids are able to 
produce selfed seed, Jreliminaiy yield tests huve been 
made on hybrids from these homozygous di ;./loids, 
A cytogenetic test of the monoploids and the mcno-
ploid derivatives was needed to determine if the homozy-
gous di_.loids weve actually structurally homozygous and 
to determine the pattern of meiosis in the r;.ono,,;loid ,vith 
special emphasis on close associ&t Ion at pachytene of 
non-homologous oh ro so somes, This thesis is the result of 
the need for this cytogenetic study. 
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ill© objectives of the ^resent st«dy are: 
i l )  The study of homozygous diploid lines ia com-
i^arison to iiibreds crossed oato the tester lin© IE0§/i289, 
in regard to details of meiosis, i-iollen aiialysis, detailed 
study of microsporogenesis, and notation of i^henoty^ic 
irregularities, ?;ith .particular ©mjiiasis on structural 
homozygosis. Although the 3io.;:.o3ygous dii>lold lines ar© 
probably genetically homozygous (barria;? possible muta­
tion), the question as to Aether they would t)© stracturally 
'homozygous was raised by Kostoff (1941). rachyteae studies 
were made not only of the from hoiMEygous diploids 
crossed onto I20§/Xi289, but also of crosses of corai-'arabl© 
iribreds to the same tester, in order to detormiiie what per­
centage, if any, of structarai heterozygotes existed in each. 
Other moaof-loid derivatives studied in siiailar marmer in­
cluded idaats in whioli tlie imaediate male i-'arerit ?ias a 
fBoiiOir'loid, plants in which the female parent was a monoi^loid, 
plants in which ooth jjarents were monoploids, and also ad-
vaxiced gener.vt.io,as of "irregular" monoploid derivatives, 
(2) fhe second jiart of the study is ooricerned with 
the cytogenetic asj-'ects of the maize mono.^loids, including 
a general description of microsporogenesis and notation of 
irregularities in meiosis ob comiared with normal diploid 
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melosis, with particular (inphasis on percentage of hi-
valents, possil)le aoa-hofflologous pairir^^ ,  S"cruotaral 
irregularities, a.Q,d foritfitiou of J3i;-ores, 
fiie stocks used were obtained irom Dr. Ckase 
and were ixrown^at Iowa Sta.te College ia the field daring 
the suamer of 1951 and in the greenhouse during the 
winter ana spriiig of 1951-2. 
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diMim ij£ L12KiU^mE'E 
Use of Moxioploids in -;:lant 'Breediog 
'Ihe occurrence of mofioi-loids (ha^loids) in ^-ea, mays 
has teen reported by Baadoliib. (193£), McCiintock ll9S3), 
linset (1942), Velez-i;ortuno (1948), and Stabler (1949); 
but it was not -ajatil Chi;se (1947) i.mrfected a teehriiqu© 
for obtaiiiiB^ liieee plaixte in quantity triat they beeanie 
available in large eriou^h combers for aa extensive cyto­
genetic study and use in a practical breeciiri:; jyrorjram. 
Several breeders and cjtolojists had s.f«culii ted 
regarding use in a practical breeding program of liomo-
zygous diploid lines derived from hayloids. Cook (1936) 
reported on a hai^loid tomato md suggested tht? use ox 
such as a "saorfc cut" for raai. 'in,/; jjjire line8, Staoler 
(1944) suggested t i ie iiossibility that as gametes con- oe 
saffii-led directly in mai^e monoploids, their use in a 
breeding .i-rogra^m should be ox considerable imi-ortance if: 
(1) the^" eould be obtained in sui'ficient nmnbers, 
( 2 )  they had no structural or meiotic irregularities, 
(3) they nad sufficient vigor a4:id fertility, 
-Karpechenlo (1935) uiA iCostoff (1941) also mentioned the 
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possibilities of using hornozygoas di. loid linos derived 
from haploids in "breeding wo rk, One ox the fev? actual 
progeB.y tests oi a haploid was ra-de in tne tomito by 
Lindstrom and Koos (1931), wherein both diploid and tetra-
i^loid progeny were exajiiined ov-ur a porioa of five years, 
Haplo.lds isavo also been reported in tne Gramineae 
in 'Xriticam, Oryza, x'oa, ^ea, ilordeum. Sec ale, etc,, but 
little had been doxx in actual cytological or genetic 
study of these plants^ i^a: ticularlp of their first di.jloid 
generation, or i n study of trae ir economic importance in 
plant breeding, x'artiienogenytie develoyraent of the egg 
in m,ai-;e under stimulation of pollination and normal endo­
sperm development te s been ijO ted by Raadoljjh and Fischer 
(1939), Stadler (1949), Veles-Jortano (1948), and others, 
The average frequency of mono pi oM s in com occurring spon­
taneously seems to be a bo at 1:1000, A soinraary of sane of 
the many references to haploids in the literature is given 
in table S2, Other lists of hiplclae -.ire given by Gates 
and Goodv?in (1930), i£os toff (1941), and Darl ington (1937), 
Stadler (1949) fo .-ind 1:100 moxioploide in a di .loid 
multiple recessive teste-: ,  tli0 MgheBt inoidence re,sorted 
in maiae. Chase (1949b) suggested tb-3 t  ffionoploid maize 
would be a useful scarce of interesting ex;:erimental 
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material, oitiBr directly or through its deriTatives, 
and also as a source of homozygo is diploids for breeding 
purposes. As tlie ganetys can be sata.Jled ciireetly in 
mono .pi oi as, if. such plants ecu Id b© obtaiii^^d in sufficient 
number ma througii doubling of t he soiiBtic criromosoine s 
or through interferexiCe with the raeiotic mechanism ren­
dered sufficiently fertile to ass'uxe seed ..roduction, 
then tiieir use in a breeding progr:.i.in in aay D,/en-i)olli-
nated c roi- woala be o l '  considerable iini^ortajice, 
Haadolph and Fisher (1939) reported on 23 fartheno-
genetic diyloids obtained from tetra,,;loid maize. They 
found a ratio of 1:750 parth ei o,gene tic diploids from 
tetraploid com, whicii .generally agreed wi th the expected 
nxuBber of monoploids from dixJloids, 
Although the corn breeders were aware of the possi­
bility of obtaining hom.oEygo as diploids from mono ^ 1 Did a, 
the method w.;.: not developed, Hoyi/ever, after examining 
the gradually accamulating data on mono^loid frequency. 
Chase decided tiiat by using seedling markers in the manner 
of Randolph, It would be i^ossible to obtain monoploids in 
sufficient numbers to make their use in producin.^ homozy­
gous dii^loid lines worthwhile for breeding i 'urioses. 
He began his woiSc -^t Cornell Uniyersity in the sunmer of 
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1946 with the interested support of L. Kandolph, firm 
ill the conviction he could obtain homozygous diploids in 
corn in ezioaga qaaiitity and '.vitb- sufficient quality to 
iiiaks them commercially valuable. By 1950 he had more than 
one hundred homozygous di nlold lines which became a part 
of this study. The origiaal raonoploins arose S;, 'Oritane-
ously without use of x-ray, delayed pollination, heat 
shock, interspecific crossing, or other device for experi­
mentally producing raoiii.oploio.s, Randolph (unpublished data 
cited by iiinset) found about 1:2000 monoploids occurring 
spontanecasly in maize. Chase (1949b) investigated 38,684 
seedlings of ^^ea mays in commercial double c ro£3 s hybrids 
and found 43 monoploids, an average frequency of about 
1:900• iThe frequency varied considerably in the different 
stocks, ranging from 0:4500 to a high of 1;145, He also 
found th--;t certain stocks as seed ..arents tended to [jroduce 
significantly hi.ghor frecjuenciea of mono,.doids than other 
stocks, regardloss of pollen parent, a.m. vice voraa. Hence 
the actiml p'^rcent?: :;!e of monoploids from any particular 
cross v?:iS apparently influerx) ed by both oarents, 
Ha^loids ';s a .^^rou^; are quite sterile and com is no 
exceution. In f '-ct, the high incidexiee of sterility in 
haploids 75ras one of the di.iof obstacles to t leir being 
considered as sources of homozygous lines in a breeding 
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program. Various metriocis ?.*erG used to iaduee artificially 
diploid sectors Wiiich would .jive viable gametes for ferti­
lization# i/iXintsJiiig, xometorp, and Muadt-.^'eterson (1937 ) 
ia Capsicum, Beasloy (1940) in cotton, corner (1941) in 
tomato, Silow and Stephens (1944) in cotton, and Toole and 
Bamford (1945) in pepper, tried colchicine with vnr.ving 
success in obtaii'iing diploids from ha^.loias, Gnase in 
maize was ahle to self about ten per cexit of t iie monoploids 
successfully, and attributed his success to the occurrence 
of di i>loid sectors of Si-onta..ieoas origin# 
It should be noted that the theoretical expectation of 
1:1024 male gametes being functioxiai docs not actually hold 
as the pollen can not function unless the antiier dehisces, 
and as a rale oxily diploid anthers dehisce, iloa t  haploid 
plants (not.all) fail to extrude the hi^.-loid anthers, and 
eren 'mien, the anthers u re successfully extruded, dehiscence 
rarely takes place* Sherefor e, unless the antaer produces 
a siifficient amount uf normal pollen grains, it does net 
become plump, ripen, and dehisce, 
Successful selfing may yield one or t'.7o ,  perha^^s ten 
or tTSfenty, or even a hundred or more seeds. (Chase, un-
piiblishied data,) Chss^e found 3.5 kernela per plant in 
22 out of 26 solfed :;la.rit a, Theee 26 plant s had anthers 
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partiallj diploid, aad were out of a total of 48 monoyloids 
studied, rossiWy by the use oI colchicin© this percentage 
couia be increased# 
Jhus sfith improved techniques of obtainirig monoi-'loids, yy 
with the iJroblem of sterility solved to a great extent, and 
with the oliBervations in the field of regular, vigorous 
healthy homozy.^us diploid lilants, the next step was to 
detenaine how they would perform in hybrid c omb insjtioa • 
Yield tests of the homozygous dijJloid lines have been under­
take by Mr, Donald ihompson, workiii;? uMer the direetion 
of Dr, G, F, Spr&gue, 53ie present study involved the 
cytogenetic aspects of the gener^j-l problaa, including the 
question of the possibility of structural heterozygosity 
of the homoaygoas lines, 
MegaspoitJgenesis in Honoi-loids 
ikiother phase of the general problem in regard to 
monoploids of theoretical as well as practical Interest, 
is the mechanics of megasporogenesis. Very few studies 
of megasporogeaesis in haj^loids ha%re been made, al thou^ 
most authors are apt to hypothesize without investigation 
thut it i s probably similar to microsporogenesis• Webber 
(1923) in ^dootiana glutiaosa fovmd normal embryo sacs 
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quite rare* fie foond meiosis to be similar to that in 
1^011 en fflotlier cells up to t elopJiase II, with anaolmse I 
more regular., iTanov (1938) coixfiitned tuis with the ad­
ditional statement that in the rastica hauloid ,  meta-
phase I was more regular than in the inicros,yorocytes, 
Morinago (1934) in a rice ]aa^)loifl found meiocie in the 
megasporocyte to b© similar to that in the pollen iiiotlier 
cell; four megaspores were formed, but generijlly tJiey all 
degenerated, iill investigators found megaeporogeriesis 
quite irregular and very few details were given, due to 
the small amount of matei-igl examltted, -ividence from 
maize raonoi-^loids in regard to seed set woiild seem to in­
dicate that £Beiosis in some instanees may be more re^gu-lar 
in the egg mother cell than the pollen oiother cell, or 
ttet a higher incidence of dyads are formed, or that more 
dijjloid tissue is preeffiit. 
Microsiiorogenesis in Moaoi-'loids 
iSo one had ffide a detailed study of meiosis in a 
sizeable number of maize monoploids, although some cyto­
logic sil observations had been ii»de on .raonoploid micro-
sporocytes by McGlintoclc (1933) and xiaj;idol.t:h (1932). 
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Randolph rei^orted briefly on the existeace of 
uniYalents in moaoploid maize wltli a saort tescription 
of jjroi^iia: e chroniosumss, i .e,, at the time of differ-
entiatioii of ti-e le^jtoteiie threads t 'm chrotnoei»es were 
ele--!rly double, evidently i: om loiiiiitadi lial division of 
uxilvalent ciirornosomes, Accorfiiiig to Hax.dolph, syii,aiisls 
anS crossing ever w-is based on ta.e ^xssixffitition that syjaap-
sis precedes longitudinal division .of the ehroffiosomes. 
JBon-eorresiiondenee of the chromomeres in correSi^oading 
regions oi sister ebromatids •'J'?as observed frequently 
tiirougliout early ,i-.'ro^base» 
J on-homologous ^ airing in ifionoidoids 
McClintock (1933) preseited a detailed study of non­
homologous association in midprophat^e of meiosis in maizs, 
using dij^loids, B-type chroBtosomes, monosomies, trisomies, 
plants ivith inversioiis, deficiencies, traaslocations, 
Bionoi-loids, and asynajptic i^lants. She j-'OStulatefi that 
the ty.pe of sj^naptio eorifi,gur«tion i-iobably de^jended on 
the position of the chromosome in the nucleus, and the 
disuiviiee the part ffiust travel to reach a homologous part* 
If competitive synapsis occurs, then in a plant with 
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tliree homologous ciiroaosomes,, for exa-nple, tiie riearest 
two associate aad the other renains imasaociated or takes 
part In rion-hoiBolog ous aasoei ation,. 
She hslieveci that in raorioiJloids much of the doobl®-
ness of the ehromoscaaes at liaehytene must he due to the 
assoeiatioB of iion-hoiiiologous ^jarts of the chromosomes 
either withia a chroitiosome (foldhack) or between ehromo-
somes# Foldhaeks were observed by Seiimidt at Nebraska 
(1950) also, McClintock observed tjpical foldbaok chro-
moso,ffles and assoolatiom between non-hoiaologous ohrowio* 
somes. The corfti- 'lexitj of the associations made analysis 
very difficult, however. As non-homologous association 
at early prophase led to disassooiation during diplotene, 
the formation in the inonoi-loid of ten univalents at oeta-
phase was to be expected and w: s observed by. McCiintock, 
However, often two chromosomes were observed to be loosely 
associated lorming a "bivalent", and occasionally several 
"bivalen-fe" cc^ll Mere rjoted. At anaphase I in several 
figures an extra j^iece of chromatin could he seen rjinging 
in size from a small to a large ^iece of chrouiosome, with 
api^arently no relation in related cells in t.his' regard, 
Hiis ijiec© of chromatin could represent the results of a 
translocation between non-homologous yarts of chromoscanes 
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associatijag at prophase. 
In sttmaiary she sts-ted that iii masay cases the jion-
homologous associatioas present at i^achytsiie ai-ipeared 
to be as iiitliaate as the iaomologotis associations, although 
the non-hoifiologous assooiations preseat at jjaehjtene rarely 
continued into diakirxesis, Furthermore, she believed that 
the associ Citioa at the ©ads of the chromosomes at diakiiie~ 
sis aad lo^taphase I represented truly homologaus associa­
tions, but that dissociatioa generally occurred, at diido-
ten© so that the association of rion-homologous parts 
rarely contiimed into dxakinesia. 
Other factors discussed by MoCiintock relating to 
sya^jjtie associatlcn mere that the ends of the caroiiioacmes 
tended to associate in advauc© of the rest of the chromo­
somes, wfoethi-r or -•..ct they were homologous, and that 
although association might tend to begin at the ends, it 
actually could start aiiywhere. Also, ifnen two homologous 
regions synapse, the two-by-two association continues 
along the ohromosomes bringing the successive regions of 
the eriromosomes together unless some counter force is 
a,Pi;lied to i^revent it. In unbalanced chromosome eoravie-
ments, as trisomies, the type of synaptic coxifigiirstion 
Ijrobably depends on the position the chromosomes ooeuijied 
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with, respect to one ariother in the c re synaptic stag©. 
Chromosomes with iion-temiiiai swindle fiber attachments 
are ^.fossi'bl.y in the Bhape of ff's at the time synapsis 
beg las. However, alt ho ash Me Clin to ck believed that there 
was good evideace for uoii-homologOES assooiatioa, she 
ejfipaasiaed the j;..oint that after cill, most siraaptie aaso-
ciation was goveriied. by homologies acd. noa-homologous 
ass00istiOB. w«s the exo©i/tioii rather than the nil®, 
Iwtiier evideaoe for non-homologoxis pairing as fouiid 
in the literature is i^-reserited ia table E5# 
/ 
Bivalent i 'oimatioii in uofioj^loids 
Kostoff (1941) discussed "bivalents" in haploids and 
believed they were due to aseooiatioia of homologous parts 
in tton-horaologoua eliromos oaes, thms disagreeing with 
McClintock. 
Chipman and SoodSiJeed (1927) in Hieotiana haploids 
found no evidence of "bivaieats" at diakiaesis or earlier, 
and believed that the so-called "bivsleiats" at metaphas© I 
were probiVbly a very close association of the chromosomes 
and due to a iiurely mechanical effect, 
Baehuturov (1937) found the average number of blva-
leiits to be 5,64 in a aicotiana fabaoum haj^loid, although 
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this eould. ha,v© been due to crawdiag or misinterpretatioa. 
A siMDiaary of bivaients reported In hajjloida as noted 
in the literature, is given ia table 24. A general suniaary 
of liai>loid meiosis la several geaera and si-eeies is giren 
i l l  t a b l e  2 5 ,  
Chiasmata Fonaation in Mottoi-loids 
Ciliasmata fomation between dissimilar eliraaosoiaes has 
been disctiseed by Catchtside {193E), Barlington {1937), and 
others, with ©zplaiations, iSostoff (1941) offered a late 
metaiihase or early aoaphase view of seTeral univalerits and 
a dissimilar bivalent in a licotiaaa iiai-loid. He said the 
dissimilar eliromosoiies conjugate because they have a homo­
logous segment. *13iey cross over, form a cniasma, the 
chiasma terainalizes as far as the segments allow, and then 
separation of the chromatids in the shorter arm proceeds 
while the chromatids in the longer am are not yet entirely 
separated. 
£08toff also found another pair of chromosomea that 
seemed to hare an inverted hoKOlogoua segment because in 
separation a bridge was formed which ^-ersisted until late 
anapiisae I and was sometimes seen in metaphase II connect­
ing both plates while the equatorial region in anaphase I 
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bad a fragment. 
Eostoff foand univalents in ^Ueotiaaa haidoids dis­
tributed at raadom. Bivalents ocourred ia about four to 
five i3€-r cent of the- yollen motlier cells, and those few 
which divided at division I seemed to go o.ae to one pol®, 
th© other to the other .^ole. I 'rivalents also occurred 
and seijarated normally, the middle one going to owe .pole, 
the two omtside ohromosernes to th® other .^ole, ihe tyi>« 
of oliromosom© distrihatioii irx division I seemed to deter-
mlne behavior and irregularity of division II,, .Kostoff, 
eonoluded that Ghromosoaie conjugation in haploids with 
a basic ehromosome number ImoooiJlolds} was due to dupli-
catioii within the basic ehroffiosomes. 
Secondary Association in Monoi-'lolds 
Ehe phenomenon of "secondary association" in haploids 
is of intereat. In Jicotiana it is imijortant in helping 
to determine the basic number of chromosomes, ihis 
"seooMarj? association" corisists of caromoBomes lying 
near one another, generalijr between chrofflosomes of similar 
siK© and shape, a^sjiears at first metaiJhase, and is an ap­
proximation, never a contact. The association of bivalents 
and its inflependence of true meiotio pairing was recognised 
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by Darlington (1937 )• le stated four ways in which Isi-
raleats in seeoadary association are diatinguished from 
nmltiTaleats associated by ohiasma, Tlie bivaients 
(1) li© side by side in two's, three's or larger 
groups, de|ie:adiag on wliether t,!ae plant is tetrai^loid, 
hexaijloid, or a iaii^er iJ0ly.yl0ii, 
(2) never touch except t 'nrougli collape© or fixation, 
sej-'srate regularly into daughter halves without 
interfei'i.ti,g with one motiier, and 
(4) are not associated at the i-^recediiig diakinesis. 
Importance of la^iloids 
Further study of haploids should give info mat ion on 
chromosome structure and a..otivity when present as uniTalents, 
on pairing or association as hi  Talents ,  or  ©Ten t r i ralemts,  
on various trisomies in known homozygous condition, on 
allo-versus auto-polyi,loidy, and on 'iiariy other genetic and 
c yt og enet ic pr oblems• 
Although before 19£0 there was little in the litera­
ture regarding haiiloids, since then the data has steadily 
increasea until today we are quite sure that ha|,;loids must 
occur ^ sijontaaeously inmost .Angiosperms, only awaiting 
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furfhor research to uncover them. Eeeerxtly many minor 
papers concernin:; the a^'uesraaice of toi^loiSs In previously 
unreported species, rate uf a^Pi^earance of haiao-diiloid 
ratios in twin seedlings, breeding behavior, liraetioal 
UBS, Stimulation, and morphology have ajjoeared, fhe study 
of eytologioal aspects and interpretations of univalents, 
Isivalents, seeondary associations, restitution nuclei, 
and somatic do'tAliag iaave liecome im.eortant not owly in 
evolutionary arid species relationship studies, but also 
from the vievY of practical i^lant breeding. Hence., in our 
discussion we shall attenpt to poiat out pertineat asi)ects 
of haploid cytology aae breeding behavior, es.pecially noting 
informa-tion at isreseat available oa £ea mays« 
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M-i iiiOI) OJj' 
eytological methods tised In this study were those 
faoillia.r to the laalze eytog©netioist» for the studjr of 
diploid deriratlTes of maBoi^loids, 1700 seeds from crosses 
iiiVolTing one or more moiioploids, homosjgous diiiloids, aad 
stac.d£ird intreds from 186 different progenies were iJlanted 
at the Ash Aveime iSsperimental xlot at mea in the spring 
of 1951, (foi' details ooneeriiiig ©ntrl es see table 11,) 
i 'oor genain.atio.li in certain jjortiocs of the field 
resulted from a continuously i^et season which also hiiid.ered 
the oollectiorx of microsporocytes, Seedlings and plants 
were examined, for abnormalities and also for the appearance 
of 0ioiioploids» Miorosijoroeytes v/ere fixed in the usvAal 3:1 
absolute ethyl alcohol:glacial acetic acid and stored in 
the cold room for examination later, -oilen analysis was 
made in the field y/ith hand leas and pollen abnormalities 
recorded, iollen from supi^osedly abnormal plants vsras 
reehecked in the laboratory, Microsporocytes were col­
lected from all plants and later all those with abnormal 
pollen were noted for sijecial study# An attempt was made 
to obtain selfed or oat crossed seed from plants suspected 
of my abnoriaality, Fresh ^^ceto-camine smears were 
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©xamined for chromosomal irregularities and microph.oto'-
gra,,fc>lis of figures made inmediateli '  wlieiieTer possifele# 
-i.- 'emjanent slides were made after the abbreTi;:ted method 
of Loiigley, UBiJulblish ed. 
One iifliiortant aim of this studj' was to check a 
reasonable sample of monoi/loifl. derivatives In an attonpt 
to detertTiine what, if any, stmcttiral aberrations would 
appear in foil owing geaerations, la the siunmer of 1950 
a groUij of B33 moaoi^-loid derivatives were cheeked for 
wollen steillity and the questionable progeiiy picked out 
for study in 1951. Tiierefore, this group of inonoploid 
/ 
derivatives Is not s rsxidom satafle but coi'itains all the 
so-called "suspected'* plants from a larger 5roup. Seating 
of the entire ^jroup would have been very interesting, but 
time and facilities iid not permit txiis, fhe crosses of 
monoploids as male and as female parent, by tester lines, 
and of laonoploids by other moxiooloids were made princi­
pally during the summer of 1950. 
•fhe monoploids examined cjtologioally were grown either 
at the Ash Avenue loG&tion daririg the summer or in the 
greeifliouse in the winter-spring of 1951-2. Sources of 
monoploids were LE89, CC5, and 
The monoploids used were not treated with eolehicin© 
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or any other sijeoial agent. Seed from selfing was obtained 
from about ten per ceat of the moaoplold plants, iormal 
seed set was obtained when the monoploid eould be msed as 
the pollen parent on diploid iilants. 
Maize monoploids are quite diTerse jjlienotj'.pically and 
vary in height and Tigor Jmst as they ^so vary in ability 
to produce diyloid seetors and progeny, .AlthoUjli the ex-
periericcd ©y@ has little diffiealty differentiating the 
morioploid seedliag or i/lant from its dio-loid relatives, 
maay mocoploids are quite tall, vigorous and hardy. How­
ever, generally the height is reduced about one-third, 
53ae tsssol is iJicportionally reduced in size, with spike-
lets present smd outer glumas we3-i formed, but likewise 
much reduced in size. Anthers are present but smaller than 
aorraal and quite shriveled in appearaace, seldom dehiscing. 
One most watch very caref-olly, checking sev©r?il times a day 
during arithesis, for diploid parts of an anther, a 'stiole 
anther, a floret of three arithers, or a larger section of 
anthers. Diploid anthers or seetors of whole branches may 
appear in the monoploid, smd these give rise to noraial 
anthers filled with, normal plump fertile pollen. These 
aathers dehisoe normally, iars on the monoploid plant 
are generally small, fertility of botti tassel ?-,nd efir 
is quit© low. 
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flfiDIaGS 
JaOBOploid Derivatives 
Cytogeaetic comparison of fof homog.7gous diploids and 
Inbreds 
One objective of triis study was the cytogenetic com-
parison of the homo zy go as diploids derived from monoi/loid 
parents with intred lines obtained from similar sources, 
as lines and as hybrids with the standard tester I205/i289, 
SoHiozygous diploid lines were crossed onto I205/L289 as 
the female ua-rent, Inbreds i '51, x39, and ten unselected 
inhreds from th© 3tiff Stalk Synthetic were also crossed 
onto the saiae tester aiid used for corai-arison. fhe S'j 's 
were grown in 1951 in the field e% Iowa St^:tt© College and 
were carefully eXs^ained for phenotyi-ic irregal arities, 
jjollea sterility, reajjpeax&xioe of haploicis, aiid micro-
sporogenesis, l>ue to field coiiditiui:i.s in 1951, an un­
usually wet season, poor germination in some stocks, 
particularly the laonoploid crosses, reduced the stand. 
Actually 1^289 plants were tested, This w:s the number f-"' 
of plants reaching maturity out of the original planting 
of 1700 seeds in 188 progenies, Shis saa^^le should be 
adequate for an indication of i^ossible behavior of 
E4 
homozygous diploids vs» inbreds in a breedijag gro;»ram* 
A comijarison of the hybrid I205/L289 x homozygous 
dii^loid and tne hybrid I205/L289 x inbred in regard to 
observed tollen sterility and strui ral heterozygosity 
and mutations observed is given in table 1, 
Table 1, Comparison of total aberrMtions noted 
in hybrids of I205/LS89 x ho o^ygous 
diploid and hybrids oi I205/LB89 x 
inbred# 
Mo. of Mo, of Total fio. progeny 
Hybrid plants progenies aberrations involved 
X 555 58 7 2 
f X 1° 130 12 3 1 
a I205/L289 (tester) 
b Homozygous diploid 
c Inbred 
Kesttlts from testing of homozygous diploids, iiis:-
amination of progenies of crosses in which ho ozygous 
diploids were the .<-'011 en parents sriowed xiormal phenols?pes 
t h r o u g h o u t ,  w i t h  v e r y  l i t t l e  p o l l e n  a b n o r m a l i t y ,  ( ' f a b l e  H ) ,  
Ten plants were grown from each cross and as these were 
in a favorable .position in the field, good germination 
£S 
Table 2^ rrogeny test of homozygous diploids 
onto tester stoek IE05/L289. 
Abriomalities starred 
I'ester 3t, Source ^ ro® Ml^ Mo® 
T X H73 
H82 
H159 
H162 
H£09 
HSlB 
H214 
H225 
H478 
H493 
H502 
H510 
H513 
H565 
H601 
H698 
H703 
H704 
H753 
H756 
H799 
H816 
H822 
H829 
H851 
H860 
H864 
H871 
H886 
H910 
H919 
H920 
H929 
H989 
H991 
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Talile 2 continued. 
Alsaormalities starreQ 
fester x HI) Soure© ill' i'O Mi« MO 
X HDl 
H17 
H£5 
H92 
H113 
H123 
H132 
HISS 
H140 
H145 
H146 
1147 
H150 
HI 64 
H165 
H166 
H182 
H197 
H198 
1200 
H25S 
H287 
H4g7 
GIF GCB^ 
It GCB^ 
tt 
r% 
mi 
GLP GCB 
St GLF GCB 
H GCB^ 
li QCB 
n 
i^51-
fiSC^ 
ft 
tt 
1453 
R GCB 
IISC 
S, SLF &CB 
0tf' GCB 
It 
GLf GCB 
a EoHiozy>goua dii/loid 
"b j-jieiiotype abnormalities 
c 4.ollen abnomalities 
d Mic ro spo ro cy t e abnor ma li ti es 
e MonOi-'loids noted 
f Stiff Stalk Synthetic 
g (W22/WF93C0S420/M14)S;{1-7-7 , derivative of Wiggans 16x8) 
h GIiF Golden Cyoss isantam 
1 Sobaon's Golden Cross Bantam 
3 Harris Golden Cross Biiivam 
1: Eobson's Seneca Chief 
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resulted, riant 2-18-3 from I205/LS89 x E989 shovred 75 
per cent pollen sterility, Tha progeny from I205/L289 x 
H853 was also segregating for sterility, six plants having 
50 per cent sterility, three ,aormal, and one no deter­
mination. Thus out of a grottj;. of 556 plants from 58 
progenies, only two progenies showed any indic'.'*t.lon of 
actual pollen irregularity, one progeny ,aaTii:io only one 
plant with high sterility, the other progeny segregating 
with six semi-sterile i-lants, Thus tJie uercentage of 
pollen sterility due to any and all causes was sho?m to 
be very low in the hybrids of homozygous diploid lines. 
Microsporocyte examination of the six plants showing 
50 per cent sterility in the progeny from I205/L289 x H253 
gave no clue to the reason for this sterility as both 
meiotic divisions appeared to be normal, H989 has been 
a difficult stoak: to propagate, the seed having poor ger­
mination, Itms there may be some geaic rather than oyto-
logical cause of this sterility. 
Seven plants restilted from the ten seeds planted frcan 
IB05/1289 X H989 in which one plant, 2-18-3, Bliowed 75 per 
cent sterilitjr rand the rest had normal pollen, Shis plant, 
2-18-3, was late and no microsporocytes were obtained for 
study, lo structural abnormality was noted after careful 
examination of the testcross urogeny of the iioffiOEygous 
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dii/loids, although this does not eMlude the possibility, 
Li (1948) found i-ollen sterility was not alv/ays a 
reliable iridic-tioja of ciiromosomal aberrations, as 14,6 
per cent of tiie plants he observed whicli had 50 per cent 
or less partly filled or small ijollen showed no detectable 
aberratioiis. 
Results from testing of iabreds, llie progeny test 
of the inbreds onto the same tester line IE05/IiE89 showed 
one i^rogeny, viz. that from the cross I805/LB89 x SSS8017, 
which had one plant showing 50 per cent sterility. As 118 
plants from 12 progenies were ©xa-flined in tnis comparative 
test, it wciiAld seem that occasional semi-sterile plants also 
appear in the inbred material. If we consider this as a 
fair test of the performiance of homozygous diploids vs. 
standard inbreds in regard to pollen sterility, as it ap­
pears to be, we come to the conclusion that both have quite 
stable me eh .nisms for the production of normal pollen, as 
by far the majority of both the homosygous diploids and the 
inbreds sho?/ed normal pollen under comparable field condi­
tions, However, abnormal pollen does appear occasionally 
in a plant or a progeny of both homozygous diploid lines 
and inbred lines, but seems to occur in about the same low 
B9 
frequency in each., Miorosporocytes were examined from 
plants showing i-ollen sterility in an effort to determine 
tJie ca.use of the sterility, 
Eesults from cytogenetic study of the lirogeny of 
inbreds by IE05/LS89 are sucomarized in table 3, 'fen 
plants resulted from the ten seeds pi,anted from 1205/1(289 
X SSS8017, of ?«,icli eight showed normal pollen, one had 
50 i^er cent sterility, aj,'id one had no detenaination as to 
pollen sterility. iiov;ever, cytological exarain'=tiou of this 
latter plant, 4-14-9, showed the presence of two separate 
bridges at anaphase I, (rhoto. 9). Tims this plant could 
also have been iJartially sterile, further examination of 
pachytene disclosed two figures showing what ai-'i-efired to 
be an inversion loop on chromosome 5 of this same plant, 
(rhoto. 10), A heterozygous inversion would account for 
one 01 the bridges, A sib filant, 4-14-1, ha.d normal pollen 
but pachytene showed non-homologous pairing on the long arm 
of ehx"oraosome 2 with one chromosome havirig 5 cfiromomeres, 
the paired chromosome none, !£'his coulvi have been a ter­
minal inversion or might possibly have been aue to variation 
in chrofflosome 2 from the two sources, (rhoto. 11). 
i«aminatlon of the field planting of the from 
both the homozygous diploids and inbreds crossed onto 
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Table 3. xrogeny test of staaaard inbred lines 
onto tester stock I205/L289 
llonormalities stfirred 
Tester x inbred Sourc® i'h® xo^ Mi® lo^ 
rSl labred 
£39 Inbred 
ssaeool sss 
SSS8003 n 
SSS8005 fi 
SSS8007 n 
SSS8009 ft 
SSS8011 ft 
SSS8013 n 
SSSB015 »t 
SSS801? If 
SSS8019 
a rhenotype abnormalities 
b xollen abaormalitiss 
0 Mierosporocyte abnormalities 
d Isio no pi 0 id s no ted 
@ Stiff Stalk Synthetic 
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Table 4, Supplement to tables £ and 3 showing 
details of each individual plant in 
those progenies having any pollen 
sterility. 
teBter x Abaorfflality starred 
1951 homozygous « v « 
field no. diploid A ro® Mi Mo 
2-18-1 T X H989 I® 
g 0^ 
3 75^^ 
4 0 
5 ^ I 
6 #'^ I 
7 I 
8 1 
9 0 
10 I 
3-20-1 T X E2&S 
E 50^ 
3 50^ 
4 I 
6 1 
6 50:| 
7 50^ 
8 0 
9  I . 
10 50% 
4-14-1 T X SSS8017 S 
B I 
3 I 
4  B  
5  I 
6 I 
7 60% 
8 I 
9 0  
10 I 
a xhenotype abnormalities 
sa 
fable 4 coatiBued. 
"b iollen abnormalities 
c Microsporocyte abnormalities 
d Moiioj^loidB noted 
~e fiormal pollen 
f ilant did not mature for pollen check 
g Ixidieates percentage i-ollen sterility 
£ late SQiall tassel 
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IE05/LS89 sho?/et vigorous normal plants with no visible 
mutations or deriations. Two monoploicis ayijeared among 
the plants in the homozygo'os diploid series, i»e., 
from B-214 and H601, Mo monoploids were noted araong the 
plants iE the Inbred series, 
Sunmary» The seven aberrations ap ^ euring in the 
tester x homozygous dii^loid cross were all pollen ste­
rility of 50 per cent or 75 per cent, but pachytene 
analysis showed no structural aberrations, The thre© 
aberrationa noted in the testt-r x inbred cross were also 
ii-ollen sterility of 50 per cent or more, and in addition 
each plant had a, structural aberration, Mo observable 
mutations appeared, although if recessive these would not 
be observed until later gener:;ticns, Whereas no general 
conclusions can be dra\TO from such a relatively saiall 
study, yet it would seem to indicate quite strongly that 
the homozygous diploids have no riiore structural hetero­
zygosity, no more j-^ollen sterility, or no higher mutation 
rate than the inbreds, hence in these respects would be 
Just as satisfactory in a breeding program. 
M 
I'ests of aiojxoplolds ased as female parent 
In addition to ttie test oi" homozygous dip­
loids arid inbreds, irarious crosses iiiTolviag monoploid 
derivatives were also analysed for phenotypic deviations, 
i-ollen sterility, incidence of sionoploids, and the micro-
sporocytes examined for possible structural aberrations or 
irregularities in melosis, These consisted of crosses 
iavDlving monoploids as male or female parents with standard 
testers, crosses of roonoploids by other monoploids, and also 
the advanced generations of a_^.parently abnormal monoploid 
derived stocks, 
The test of moaoploids as female parent involved the 
study of 18 f2_ ia"ogenies resiilting from crosses made in 
the field in the sunmer of 1950 using "r", a brown male 
marker line whose hybrid progenies nomally have purple 
plant color but lack ^.Tirple aleurone color. 
Ehese progenies appeared to be quite normal pheno-
typically and cytologically with three exceptioiB, 
monoploids appeared, one among the progeny of H1331 x r, 
and the other among the progeny of £1332 x; Both H1331 
and H13S2 were monoploids derived from inbred COS, and 
both monoploids had the same phenotype as their parent 
monoi^loid. {See table 5.) I'he monoploid frequency in 
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fatle 5, -rogeuy test of ffionoploids as female 
parent^ 
Abnormal 1 tl es starred 
Moxioploid Soiarce of , 
X tester monouloid -co Ml® Mo® 
HlSSl X cog 
H1332 X II 
E13B& X 
0^ 
ST (H56^xHDlS) 
B13B7 X w W 9 
11360 X i-* M14 
11363 X J:^ M 
HI 361 X iJ X .  It 
H1362 X i:' n 
11357 X i£E 
H1338 X X' L£89 
H1350 X J? 
11351 X X « 
H1352 X £ n 
H1373 X x: K GCBix38-ll 
H1372 X £ It m 
Hl36f X 2 
a ihenotypic abnortnalities 
l3 i -ollen abnofflialitl es 
c Microsporoeyte abnormalities 
d MonoiJloids noted 
e Brown male marker 
f Source W22 
g Source Glf tfOlaen Cross Bantaa 
h Source ^BZ 
i Hobson's Solden Cross Bantam 
^ H189 3E SSSq 
k Open jjollinated 
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H1331 was 1 in 77 and in H133E was 1 in 99. Viability 
was somewhat low in tnis group. This may have been du© 
to small seed siae or to the f;.;Ct that the seed were from 
poorly set ears and likely to be fungus infected, 
All the i^laats were ^jheflotji/ieally noimal in tais 
group with the 0xee.t.«tion of one dwarf, tassel ear i-^lant 
fo'und in the progeny of H1331 x £, This i^lant had no 
pollen and w&s a distinct dwarf, not over two feet tall. 
One diijloid plant, 6-6-5, appearing in the progeny of 
H133E X i.', showed §0 per cent pollen sterility but no 
other phenotypie aberration was noted, Cytologioal 
exaiaination of 6"6-5 failed to thro'A^ light on the pos­
sible reason for sterility. One other diploid sib, 
6-9-10, had a suggestion of pollen irregularity, 
fhree plants with pollen sterility appeared in the 
progeny of 111226 x r, Ti2, 6-13-8, 6-14-3, and 6-15-9, 
ilant 6-13-8 had odd, crinkly, narrow leaves, was about 
half-size, had very little pollen, no ear, about 50 per 
cent sterility. So microsporocytes were available for 
examination, xlant 6-14-3 showed 88 per cent sterility 
but was otherwise phenotypically normal, xlant 6-15-9 
showed 75 per cent sterility but cytologioal examination 
showed no irregularity, x'lant 6-9-4 showed anaphase 
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bridging but no pollen de term in at Ion ??'S mdo, xlant 
5-19-2 showed some lion-synchrorilaatioxi of diTision II 
with one daughter cell i-'erhajja in anaphase and the other 
in telophase. Otherwise it a^jpeared to be normiil. Seed 
is available Irom all oi those plants cind y?ill be studied 
another season. 
Tests of advanced generations of ffl0ii0i,;l0id-derived hybrids 
Advanced generations of vnrious rflonouloid-derived 
hybrids vfhich were selected durinj 1950 on the basis of 
possible t'Ollen sterility were analyzed cy t ogeiie tic ally 
also, and all irregularities noted and studied, 
a plaiit from the cress of ii65 x "S", segregated for a 
dwarf-type of growth and also for high pollen sterility. 
One parent of 49-BJ£Q,, i.e. H65, had arisen in a marked 
progeny of the double cross of (03420 x M14) x (WP9- x 
and the pollen xjarent, "fl", was a liguleless, brom 
plant combination, a B £1 £ b£ ££ i£» developed by L, F, 
Kandolph, known as stock R43687-1. 'The and Fg of 
49-BiCQ were qait© irregular and for this reason several 
plants of the advanced generation were grov?n and exarainM, 
/i-nalysis of 49-BJlQ and its advanced generation show 
a range of pollen sterility from completely normal to 
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Table 6»ii. -rogeiiy test of of various siiigle 
crosses iriTolving inonoploids 
Abno xmalltiea starred 
Fo Moaoploids « V A 
irivolved A®" -t'o® Ml® Mo 
49-BTH 1155:^93 5E 
49-B2K « It 
49-BUB H14 X H25 
49-.BUC n » 
49-BUa Hl023dai06 
49«BUa Hl423di9S M 
49-BUY Hl53x(H14xH25) 
49-BTO Hl65xfil66 
49-BXii H71x38-11 * 
49-.BX,T ii204xH194 ijs 
49-BJI ESC>1il0xS8«ll 
•ir 49-BiC«^ H65 X 1 
49-BEiQ-l * * 
49-Bm-S * * 
49-BJEQ-3 * 
49«B15a-4 * * 
49-Bm-5 * * 
a iheriotypic abnormalities 
b X oil en abnormalities 
c Microsporocyte abnormalities 
d Morioijloids noted 
m. Seifed 
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Sable 6B. Sowrees of aionoploids involved in 
progeny test of Jg's in table 6. 
Monoploid Source 
I Eandolph 43667-1 "brown liguleless stock 
ESC Robson's Seneca Chief 
HlO Gif G-ol^eri CyoBS Bantam 
E14 Sur©cross Sweet 
EZ5 lobsori's Golden Cross Bantaia 
H65 {0s4£0xM14) x ( a¥9 x 
H71 08420 
E9S Gol-ien Cross Bautam 
H102 HDl (monoiiloid from GLF Goldea Cross Bantam) 
M106 HDl 
H142 Harris (iolden Crosa Baatam 
H15S 
H.155 i-SS 
E165 Hobson's ijeneca Cj-ilef 
H166 Bobson's Seiaeoa Chief 
E194 S-) GLF iiolden Cross Baiitam 
H204 1153 
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Table 7« Supwlement to talale SHshcrvfing details 
01' each IndiTidual i^lant in those 
i-'rogenies having any pollen sterility. 
1951 Abnormalities starred 
field ^ « J! 
no. ^2 Mi^ Mg^ 
4-16-1 49-Bi£Q ® 1® S _ 
S i 
g II 
4  1 0 ®  
5  I .  a  ,  
6 85>i 
7 d 10^ 
8 d 10% 
9 I I 
1 0  S O  
5-8-1 49-BiSi m -1 m a no pollen 
2 d 50^ 
3 a 0 
4 d 0 
5 d no pollen 
6 d 100^ 
1 d 95^ 
8 d 100^^ 
9 d 100^ 
10 d no iJollen 
5-9-1 49-B£Q s -2 g d mi 
E d Q 
5 d 1 
4 a 
5  d  0  ^  
6 d 50^ 
7 d 0 
8 a 10^^ 
9 d 0 . 
10 d Zb$ 
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I'able 7 eontirmed. 
1951 Abnorgaallties starred 
field « -h « 
ao» Fp i'h ML Mo 
5-10-1 49-BKr4 m -3 » 4 0 
2 d 1 
3 a 0 
4 d I 
§ d I 
6 d 
1 d I 
8 d 0 
9 d B 
10 d 0 
5-11-1 49—SK.'«i m -4 s d lOO^j 
2 d 10^ 
3 d 0 
4 d 50^ 
5 d 95^ 
6 d 25^ 
7 d lo:^ 
8 d 75^ 
9 d 10^ 
10 d 75^ 
5-12-1 49-Bi£Q m -5 s d lo:^ 
2 d 1 
3 d 50^P.f, 
4 d 50'^  
0 d small i-^ollen 
6 d 5(0> 
7 d 0 
8 d  io| 
9 d 50p 
10 d 0 
5-5-1 BXA m I I 
2 I I 
4£ 
Table 7 contiriaed. 
1951 Abnormalities starred 
field 
no» fg Ml® ilo^ 
5-5.3 BXA » II 
4  I I  
5  I I  
6 11 
f B !&§> 
8 IB 
9 I a 
10 M I 
5-6- 1  BXY w d 50^ 
£ d I 
g d 75^ 
4 a 25';o 
5 4 50^  
6 a 50^ 
7 a 0 
8 d i 
9 as 
10 a I 
a i'henoty,i,'ie aberrations 
b i-ollen aberrations 
c Microsporooy te aberratiorjs 
d Mo no i>l 0 i d s no ted 
® lormal phenotyii© cr pollen 
f x-ercentage of pollen sterility 
g ilant did not mature for i-'olleii cheek 
h Dwarf stature 
£ 3elfed 
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completely sterile. Out of 60 plants, 11 had aormal 
polleii, 3 had no pollen, 20 had 50 i>er eeat or more pollen 
sterility, 10 iiad 25 per cent or less pollea stei'ility, 
one had small pollea, arid IE were BO t checked, Sh.s rest 
of the plants xiever re^.^ched maturity, As many as possible 
of the iits wsre Qxainined in detail eytologically '»vitli 
interesting results. The series of plants from 4-16-1 to 
4-16-10 are immediate self progeny of the original plant, 
BKQ, and those from 5-8-1 to 5-12-10 are of the adTanoed 
generation from B.1S4, 
In an attempt to throw further light on the BE.Q 
series of plaats, several crosses of 49-BJ£i onto L289 
testers were checked cytologically for aberrations. "Th® 
only ohserv&tion was that there wee a small percent'ige of 
laggards at matapiiase I result iii:; in micro nuclei at telo­
phase, plus one a r more chromosomes heterozygous for Imohs, 
The knob configuratiO,US w.,.re such that a deletion could 
hav e bee n i uvo Iv ed, 
riant 6-8-6 appeared to have meiotie divisions giving 
an effect similar to a plant severely treated with an In­
secticide. Occasionally islands of tissue appeared with 
as many as three or four hundred metaphase-stage chromo­
somes all clumped together in a huge mass of protoplasm 
with no organization Whatsoever, Similar behavior in 
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wheat-rye hybrids aras ascribed by Xattermaa fl933) to 
cytoffiixis, and by Yasui (1937) to the loss of gene(s) 
gover/iifi» the meiotio processes. Other similar abnormali­
ties were reported by Love (1938) and ilollingshead (1932), 
riant 5-9-4 showed 50 per eeat pollen sterility and 
eytological exaoiimtion indicated possible inversion and/or 
deletion on the long am of chroraosome 2, (rlioto, 15), 
i-*lants 5-9-5 and 5-9-10 showed presence of laggards and 
bridges but no other irregularities were detectable, 
(xiioto, 17), .^lant 5-9-10 had 26 j..er cent pollen steri­
lity and there was no determination on plant 5-9-5# 
•riant 5-9-6 w^'S examined in detail, snowed 50 per cent 
pollen sterility, bridges, laggards, non-iiairing at 
diairineisis, but no recognizable inversions, 
riant 5-9-6 was very interesting. In one anther all 
sta.^es of meiosis were present, including early prophase, 
dlakinesis, anaphase I, metaphase I, telophase I, and 
anaphase II, It is very unusual to note this ra^ige of 
division occurring in a single anther or even in a single 
floret. Lagging and bridges plus fragments were observed 
at anaphase I, At diakinesis, nine pairs were observed 
together with t»/o non-paij::«d homologues. Lagging in meta-
phase plate formation noted anti also micro nuclei at 
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teloi>hase I, Irregular anaphase II division resulted 
in 16 chromosomes going to two poles and four to tae 
other two poles, 
x'lant 5-10-6 showed 50 per cent ii-ollen sterility, 
Diakinesis was regular but metaphasso I showed laggards, 
aiiaphase I also showed laggards \fith one possible bridge 
fi-mre, Metaphase II and telophase II also gave e-vi dence 
of lag:;;ards. Two pachytene figures showed the long arm 
01 chroraosome 1 or S heterozygous for kxio b a 
possible: deletion, {xhoto, 19). 
riant 5-11-2 showed 10 p^rccnt sterility, had lag­
gards at metaphase and telophase I, plus two cells with 
two bridges and fragments at telophase I. riant 5-6-S 
showed a figure indie--ting possible inversion of the long 
arm of chromosome 1, xlant 5-6-4 showed many figures with 
ririg 01 four and eight pairs at diakinesis, (rhoto, 20), 
However, pachytene studies failed to show translocation 
fionfiguration, riant 4-16-2 showed laggards plus bridges 
at anaphase 11, (xhoto, 21), One figure gave indication 
of possible deletion in the long arm oi chro.iiosorae 1 or E, 
ilius a series of aberrations were found in the progeny 
of BK.Q which probably included one or more inversions and 
deletions, i'urther study of the 49-B^ii progeny v¥ould un­
doubtedly throw further light on the details involved. 
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I'ests of monoploldB x monoi-aoids 
The test of the progen^^ from motioploids crossed 
'Afith other monoploids resialted in a rather incomplete test 
due to the low n-amher of seeds available and verj? low 
viaibility# A total of 430 seeds from 83 progejaies were 
planted, of whioh only 157 produced loature plants, (See 
table 8), ilos'ever, these were surprisi/igly uniform, only 
two irregularities being noted# One plant sligiitly smaller 
than normal v?&s noted among the four plants of the progeny 
from H969 x H1107, This at first appeared to be a mono-
i-loid, but .^lollen aaxalysis later showed it to have aormal 
pollen, However, this jjlant never developed an ear. One 
other plant observed in the progeny of H859 x 11159 seemed 
to have about 50 per cent partly filled pollen. Outside 
of thece two minor Irregularities, hotti of which could 
have "been environmental, no Irregularities were r^ted, 
2,'he progeny were all noimal aid vigoroi:u3, So monoploids 
were noted in the pr'ogenies from this group, 
-4 summary of monoploids noted in all the p2_ progenies 
involving monoploids as one or 'both parents is given in 
table 9, 
Five ffiOBOploids were fouxid in the 1289 plants which 
reached maturity. &fo were from crosses of monoploids 
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I'able 8« rrogeny tost of morioijloid. crosses. 
Bo. iibnormal,i11 es starred 
indiv, M0ri0j,a0ld a b « a 
mature cross -ch to Mi Mo 
8 HI388^ X H1355®^ 
1 HllSS^ X Ell74^^ 
1 Ell2§^x H1168 
1 11114^ X 11118^® 
1 H1066® X HllO?®^ 
1 11035^ X HllOO®^ 
4 1969^ X HllO? 
6 H1027® X HllOO 
1 H1292® X H1E13®^ 
6 E992^S HllOO 
1 H1E54^^ X HI213 
1 11261^^ X H1212 
2 H1199^^ X H121S 
2 H1293^'^ X HlllO^'^ 
5 HI290^® X H1213 
1 H1291^® X H12S5®® 
? H1307^' X fll213 
3 Hl236i® X Hi213 
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Sable 8 continued. 
So. 
indiv, Monoi^loid 
mature cross 
Abnormalities starred 
Ml® Mo^ 
a H965^® X H960®® 
1 H1198^® X H121S 
s X H121S 
6 H898^^ X H907®® 
10 H578^^ X H912^^ 
E H547^^ X H91E 
E H1123^^ X Hn74' 
1 H968^^ X H91S 
2 X H912 
1 HXieS^® X H1168 
1 
29 
H977 X H912 
4 E93B^° X H97e®^ 
5 H898^^ X H989 
1 H9g3®^ X H976 
1 H576^® X H960^ 
1 H868^ X H907 
8 H831®^ X H36S®® 
1 1972^® X H912 
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I'able 6 oontlnued 
•Ho, Abnormalities st;-3rred 
indiv, Monoploid « v « a 
mature cross -li t'O Mi Mo 
2 1931 '^^  X H910^^ 
2 H883®® X H362 
2 H859^^ X 13159^'^ 
1 X H1284^® 
1 1871^  ^X E36Z 
5 E887^'^ X HS62 
6 E877^^ X HS6E 
1 H876^^ X H36E 
1 HI £15^^ X S121S 
1 HISOO^® X Hiais 
1 H953'^ '^  X H914^® 
1 H581^® X SSS/I^° 
9 H140S^^ X {H2l4xE£ia)'^^ 
8 H1401^° X {H214xa212) 
a xh exi 0 ty _t' io abuo unal i t i es 
b x-oll en abno rmal it i es 
o Mierosporocyte abnonnalities 
d Monoxiloids noted 
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Ta^le 8 continued. 
SoTxrces of moBoploids iiivolyed in crosses. 
As female parent; 
Superscript Monojjloid Source 
1 H1388 0s420 
£ 11135 Rot SOB'S Seneca Chief (su) 
S E1125 ft If ft 
4 H1114 49.BYB; H185x(H56xHBl) 
B H1066 S3So 
6 H103S w " 
7 H969 SSST 
SSSQ 
Raattolph 43331-1; maternal 
2n (@x, 4n). 
8 
9 
H1027 
H1292 
10 H992 SSSi 
11 HI 254 Mixed FL.L. plus Cora Belt 
d©nt corn. 
12 H1S61 Same as H12S4 source 
13 H1199 M, Y, dent corn 
14 11293 Randolph 43331-1 
15 HI 290 « If 
16 H1291 w n 
17 H1307 Mix;ed J.X. plus Corn Belt 
dent com. 
18 H1236 Same as fil307 source. 
19 H965 SSSi 
GL.F Golden Cross Jisintam {su. £0 H1198 
21 11319 Mixed I.Y, plus Corn J3elt 
dent corn. 
£2 1898 SSSn 
83 H57E SSSn 
w " 24 H547 
25 fill23 49-BXO; Hl85x(H66xSDl) 
E6 H968 SSST 
27 H957 If 
28 H1163 Kobson's Seneca Chief (su) 
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fable 8 ooritiiiued. 
Superscript Moiioploid Source 
£9 E977 Si lS ,  
30 E9SB 38-I1 
31 He98 SSSt 
32 H933 38-11 
S3 £876 SSSq 
34 H868 3SSj 
35 H831 " 
36 M972 SSS© 
37 H931 38-11 
38 H883 SSS^ 
39 H8§9 SSS, 
40 H1175 fH55sflDl) m 
41 3871 SSS, 
42 H887 Kobson's Jseneca Chief (su) 
43 ii877 SSS. 
44 H876 " 
45 Hi215 I.Y, dent 
46 11300 " " 
47 H953 SSSn 
48 H581 
49 E1402 1289 
50 H1401 " 
As male parent If not already given; 
51 H1355 «2£ 
52 H1174 rfl56xflDl) w  
53 11118 49-BIiis H94xOP 
54 H1107 49-BVI; H197XH159 
55 HllOO iteid compos it® 
56 H1213 1 ,  dent 
57 HlllO 49-BYI; H159xSSSQ 
58 H1255 Mixed 14 , 1 ,  and Corn Belt 
59 H960 SSSn 
60 H907 I I  X 
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Table 8 eontimied. 
Superscript Moaoi-'loid Soure® 
61 1912 SSSt 
6E fill?4 (EstxHDl) 
63 H976 SSS 
64 H960 SSSj 
65 Hg62 SSS. 0 56 H310 
67 H159 SSS, 
68 iil284 Sandolpil 44406-1, 
1 69 H914 SSS 
70 H914 
71 HE14 SSS-
71 H212 " 
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1-alble 9. Monoploids found in 1951 diploid 
ijrogeiiy tests# 
MO ,g. l o .  ,  Type of cross 
Source mo a. pTOg.  iii^'olY ed 
H£14 X (I205/L289j 1 9 Monoploifi X tester 
H601 X (I205/iS89) 1 10 Monoplold X tester 
49-.BiJI w 1 1 Monofclolds 
Hi321 X i' 1 74 Monoploid x tester 
dlS32 X X 1 97 Moxioidoid X tester 
a wumtjer of monoploids 
b I-umber of j.>rogenies 
JK S el fed 
lot©: EE14 and HSOl oame from SSS H1331 and H1232 
cam© from CGg and monopiolds InvolTed in 49-BUy came 
froffi ir'Sg, Surecross Sweet and B-Golden Cross Bantam. 
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used as female i^arents crossed ty purple marker stock, 
the monoploius ooming from CGg, f-#© were from crosses of 
monoploids usefl as fcsaaie ijarents crossed by the tester 
IE05/L289, the iiionoir'loidB comiag from SSS^, One Kionoijloid 
appeared in the progeny of the homozygous diploid 49-BUX, 
From a total of 188 different progenies involving morioploid 
derivatives, in all 1S89 plants, S monoploids resulted, a 
ratio of about 1 in 258, indicating that the frequency of 
monoploids in stocks of monoplold derivatives is un­
doubtedly ffiudi higher than in stocks chosen at random, 
ihe incidence of monoploids in material selected at raridom 
is ahout 1:1000 in com, 
Suffitnary 
A summary of all cytogerietic ahnorraalities noted in 
the i^sDgeay tests described is given in t-5l)l© 10. In the 
analysis involving the homoaygous dii;loids vs. the inhreds, 
the majority of all the plants appeared normal cytogenetl-
cally in each. The one line, 49 BXH-,. showed oonsiderafel® 
irregularity ano. vpas of sufficient interest that its ad­
vanced generetion wss studied in some detail, especially 
in regard to structural aberrations. 4aiong irregularities 
Table 10•, Summary of cytogenetic abnormalities 
noted in progeny tests involvirig 
laono^jloids. 
Source 1951 lo. 
field no# plants Abnormalities noted 
fxH989 
2xH£53 
4 9~B A 
B~18»3 
3-20-1 
to 10 
!2x:SSS80l7 4-14-? 
4-14-9 
4-14-1 
49-Bm » 4-16-1 
to 10 
5-5-7 
49-BXY s  5-6-1 
to 10 
49-B£H®-l 5-8-1 
to 10 
49-B^»-2 5-9-1 
to 10 
7 ?5 per cent pollaa sterility 
10 6 semi-sterile plants; 4 
no msl, 
10 Semisteril©; two anaplias© 
bridges per cell,  
iossi 'bl© inversion in chro-
fiiosoffi© 5, 
lon-homolofioiis chroraosyme 
ends in number 2; serai-
sterile also. 
10 2 semi-sterile dv'mrfs; ana­
phase bridges plus uossible 
deletions in criromoscnie E, 
10 75 per cent sterile, d.warf, 
10 5 plsiits sfflii-sterile and 5 
normal, X'ranslocation ring 
of four plus ei | | i t  pair at 
diakinesis, Anaphase bridges 
and possible inversion in the 
long arm of chromosome 1 or 2, 
9 All highly stc-rile. Segrega­
ting dwarf. Irregular pachy-
ten#. Bridges at anapiiase, 
9 6 semi-sterile plants from 10 
to 85 percent sterile. Deletion 
in long arm of ehroaiosome 2, 
L<iggards, anaphase bridges. 
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T&ble 10 e0 atirxued. 
Source 1951 
field no. 
i^O. 
i^laxits Abno Baal i t  i  es not @d 
49«Bm»-3 5-10«6 9 I ' lants eeml-sterile. possible 
deletion in Ioik arm of ciiro-
mosome 2. Laggards, Hetero­
zygous knob on long ana of 
oil ro mo some S, 
49-Biaa-4 5-11-1 
to 10 
10 All from 10 to 100 per cent 
sterile. Laggards and aiaphase 
'bridges, 
49-BKQs. 5-12-1 
to 10 
10 5 semi-sterile plants aM 5 
normal, Sraall pollen. 
E1331 X P 5-19-? 74 vassel female, dwarf 
lilSSZ X X' 6-6-6 97 oerai-sterile, Large pollen? 
E1S26 X r 6-13-8 6E Semi-sterile, dwarf (half-size). 
Little pollen. 
HIS26 Z if 6-14-g 85 per cent oollen sterility, 
fioii-hoDiologous jvairirig. 
H1326 X 6-15-9 75 per c£aD.t ix>llen sterility, 
xosslbla deletion in long arm 
of chroraoeome 1 or S, 
H969 X H1107 7-15-5 So ear. ^assel present. 
Otherwise normal diploid plant. 
H859 Z H 159 8-20-5 50 per cent partly filled 
pollen. 
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noted in this plant and i ts advanced generf-.tion progeny 
were the wide range of sterility, appea.ra.noe of dwarf 
growth hahit,  irregularity in segregation, and certain 
ciiromosomal aterratioiio, Cytological study indieiJted ir­
regular pachyteiiO aad nietapfease I, fcridgys an,d laggards at 
anaphase, heterozygosity for krio'b in long arm of chromosome 
£, and possible d^letioa in long arm of chrorsoson© 2, Test 
crosses irivolviixg rootioj^loids as femcae ^arent were <iuite 
regular except for possible Tariation in uollen size and 
with several plants showing pollen sterility• If-Vidence 
was noted at pacaytene for small deletion in the long arm 
of cnromosome 1 or 2, 
Thus cytogenetic investigation of a sizeable group 
of homozygous diploids and other monoplold derivatives 
indicated on the whole regular microsporogenesis, normal 
phenotypes, and structural homozygosis. Tiie few exceptions 
have 'been noted* 
A summary of the total numb ^rs of ulants examined 
together with viability percentagec is givsii in table 11, 
and suaamary of total monoploids together with mo no pi o id 
frequencies is given in table 12# :me to the unusual field 
conditions these viability percentages do not have much 
significance. The percent;ige of monoploids from each type 
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fable 11, Sufiimary of total niamters of plants 
exaiBlaed together with frequeaeies 
of plajfits matiiret# 
ffotal ffotal 
fio. lio •  no# Viability 
iprog. plants per cent lyue oi cross 
58 580 BB5 95.69 tester x lioiaozygous 
di^loia 
IB 120 118 90.77 I 'estsr X infereS 
17 170 150 88.84 Mono i^o ids 
16 390 389 84.86 Monox^loifi X tester 
8S 4S0 137 SI.86 Moiiox-loii X monoi^loid 
186 1700 1289 Totals 
laljle 12. Suaiaary of monoi- ' lolt  frequencies. 
Bo. -reroent. xarcent. 
T j j j e  o f  c ro se faono- ffiono- mono-^ 
Ploids iiloids^ Pioias° 
SJester x lioi-ozygoue 
diploid E 3.45 3.60 
I 'ester x inbred 0 <* 
Moxioi^loids 1 5.88 6.67 
lionoploid x tester s 5.12 6.08 
ilonoploid X monoplolA 0 - -
a irer cent age of monoi-loias from total plants j^lanted 
TJ ^-eroentage of moaoj;--loids from total plants maturad 
S9 
of cross is indicated, percentages 'beiiig c?"leulated in 
regard to both the original nxiaiber of seeds plaiitea. anfl 
in regard to those ylauta actually reaching mattirity• 
From a total of 1570 seeds planted iavolviiig monoi'loid 
derivatiTes (total o i" 1700 plaats miaiis ISO from inbred 
X ttrster crosses), 5 monoiJloids f/er© observed, 3,14 per 
c©at«, I i  the- total laimber of plaats aotuallj^ matiiricg 
(1171) is used for c011^41 t iag the percentage, a more 
aieaiiingful procedure, then 4,27 per cent monojrloids were 
obtained# This would b© ahout 1:234,£ as corni-ared with 
the usual iJlOOO in unseleoted material,  
This ©ads the rei^ort of our iindlngs in regard to 
homozygous dli^loids and otiior monoploid derivatives, She 
aigiiifioaace ci these ohservaticiis ®ill be touehed Ut^on 
in the disoussioii,  Wc no'f! tura to the second j^art of 
tfiis 8tua^- which ^iiceriis a direct cyt0l0';;ical study of 
meiosis in the luaiKe moiioploid. 
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Meiosis In Maize Monoploids 
Barlington fl937) defines msiosls as "the ocourrence 
of two divisions of a. nucleus acauinpacled bj one division 
of i ts eliroaosoaies"# Just how the waole process of meiosis 
arose has never been fully explained, althou^ it  could 
possibly have arisen by a reraarkable modification of two 
mitotic divisions, formally division I of meiosis has a 
prolonged prophase thst seems to Darlington to be cae of 
the primary factors, if not the primary factor, setting 
the sti. , : '>e for I 'etlmctiori instead of normal mitotic division. 
mays diploids the regular prophage stages are present, 
i .e.  lep to ten©, zygotene, paehyteae, dlplotene and diakine-
Bis. -TOi-'hase is followed by congress ion, metaphase, ana» 
phase, telophase and dlvisioa II.  ilie* quartet of micro­
spores formed in the anther differentiate into the mature 
pollen grains that take part in dotible fertilization as i t  
occurs in the Augiosperms, 
«'e wisii  to describe meiosis in some detail as i t  occurs 
in the normal diploid, th t ru  use this as f.i basis for oom-
parison of meiosis .as found in moiioploid maiae, fhis des­
cription of moaoploid maize is based on microsporooytes 
prepared, by the ace to-carmine smear technique, ih@ 
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description of dioloid meiosis is based primarily on 
accoiuats r^iven by Sharp (1943), Darlirnton (1937 ) ,  
Hhoades (1950;, and .shite (1950) together -vith. the 
writer 's own obserY^^-tious in regard to naiz e. Diagrams 
of meiosis as described in di ploid axid m ono-'loid ma.ize 
are found in figures 101 to 126 inclusive, chotomicro-
graphs of rnonoi/loid mai are :->i ven in photos, 23 to 
64 inclasive, 
Bivision I 
Leptotene 
Dii-doid, Leptotene is the so-called "thin threvi 
stage vsherein the dii^loid iiuiab er of s  e^.arate long thin 
threads appear very tnin atrariis .-iud A ereoa distinct 
small cnroQiomeres c.^n he noted in ftivorable preijarat ions, 
Carefal studies of favorable tjrej. . jr-. .  t ioii" D;y the writer 
have s ho»?n that mOot o. the lep to ueiiO tnroads in the dip­
loid appear to be single ,  but s onetimes defiiiite double-
ness is oh seized. 
In some orgaaisras tno le .. . totene threads ma^ be ar­
ranged in a buiKjh a t  oi^e side oi the cell,  in Wfiich ease 
they are yai a to be ^jol-iri  zea. In other cases they appear 
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to h'ive contr-icted into a mg ss beside the nucleolus and 
may be oriented near one side oi the nuclear membrane. 
iilono.^loid. Some favorable le., . toteij .e stages xtere 
studied in tiie mai .e monopioid, but no iadieatioa of 
double ness was observed, Short sia^le s t rands with dis­
tinct chromomeres were observed, o ut no sia>;le caromosomo 
could  be follovsed for  i ts eri i ;  i re  lai;?th, ^or this reason 
only chromosome 6 (attached to the nucl eo lus) ooula be 
identified, Eaiidaljjh {193H) re..or ted that the t.i-iin le;)to-
tene tiireads ere already double in raoiaoj^loia maize, uhis 
doubleness was not observed in the nionoi-loids studied, 
^ y.g;o t  ene 
Pir^loi d, I^ygoteiie is tae 3ta .:,e of yairiag of 
hoifiologous chroHfflSomes and is ..if r-itiier Iok duration, in 
coHtraat to ieptotene. Shortly after the appearance of the 
lei)totene threads they begin to associate in iairs, Ihe 
homolo.^ots chromosomes join in a im cess known as syna.sia 
and become closely associited t hroii;' 'hout their lemth. Pair­
ing may begin at ow or more points sifflulianeously, i .e.  the 
ends, th e c entromere, or otaer points, and tuen .iroceeds in 
z ijpi^er fashion until  complete. In maiss e pairiaj often be­
gins at the centromere. This may bo .^ue to the fact th-t 
the telophai<e arraa.^ement of t;ha last division of mitosis 
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may hcive b een retained, rairiii? has been consi dered to 
occur between homologous segments of homologous chromo­
somes. Tiiis matter of homologoijs pairing will be dis­
cussed in scwie detail later.  One c&n checic the accuracy 
of the above atateraent about pairiiig oi homolo^oas arts 
to some extent by use of the chromomeres, 
.i^lonoploid. All zygotene chrofliosomes observed in 
the maise monoploid were doable, i.e. two closely paired 
separate strands, tiie ciiromati ds, were present. The chro­
mosomes were every bit as short as at iJaehytene • Sygoteno 
seems to be a sta:-?© of qaite lon:,;^ duration "iS many such cells 
were diserved in young microspores, Sep-ir-j t i  on of the cnro-
mosome into two observable ciiromatids must have occurred 
previous to f or mat i on of the ti^git synizetic knot as all 
lirotruding arms a-nd evea /Jhole ciiromosomes com,4 etely 
sei^aratod from tlio ,-:/i0t were observed to be doa^ le,  
x-'schy tone 
Diploid. Pacnytene is the thick thread sfcage, 
The tlJE-eads are noticeably shorter t,ha:i in leototen© or zygo­
tene, As Boon as the threads pair in zy ^ otens, they be.-;in 
to shorten aid, tljioiCii axid f  o an the ten. : .3chyteae tetrads, 
xhe tetrads are generally arranged at rJiadora in the nucleus 
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aM are most favorable for study of chrofflosomal aberra­
tions, This doi&leneas at pachytene co uld be the reap­
pearance of d0 i3b 3s riess from iiremeio'-ic telophase appearing 
no?/ visibly doisble beoaai^ of ©xilar^eraent of the structures 
CO no erned, 
..lono...-loid« i/achytene threads in the mono.-Jloid 
are visibly double. As approximately ten chromosomes can 
be Identified in favorable pachytene sweurs, we conclude 
that eitfior the abseijce of the homoloi^ous ^artner permits 
us to observe both criromatid at ranos, or the very absence 
of the homologue has Induced the clirorretid strfiads to 
seiarat© more t iim usual, if"oldbacks involvir^g parts or 
evea vsrhole chromosomes were quite frequent • rairing of 
two oh roffio so me s  M as less frequent but evident. Harely, 
separation of t  te two chromatids in a single ohromosoiae 
woisld occur for some dista..nee, A few cnonoi-loids had 
cells favorable for pac.hytene study, but most were qaite 
unfavorable, McClintocli (1923) and itandolph (1932) also 
mentioned the f;aet t  hs t  monoj-loid pachytene chromosomes 
did not seero to spread oat as well as in diploid cells.  
Pi f..lo tene 
Diploid» At di,ulotene t h e  threads a:re clearly 
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double, shorteaiiig of the tetrMs contixmes by a process 
of coiling of the chroraonanata and the matrix begins to 
ojypear. In each of the tetrads one j-air of sister chro-. 
matids be:;uiK to separ..te from the otbT pair at ci2.e or 
more ^JointE, iicing fceld togeth.:r otiiaEmata, i .e.  ^ioints 
vThe rtJ tJie c:; .ro3iiitl  cis a-re ©xcaisi^ed Jartiiers, A tetrad 
having one chias,® appears cytolo,3ically as an "X" and one 
with two ci ' i iasaiata at either end or n ei-ir either end virill  
apjji;ar ss an "0", If ther© are inoro tnan two ehiasnata, 
wiiich is quite j,ike 1 j  in t/ie loager chromoBomes, then a 
rerios of oijeiiia;;s ai^pcars along the tetrads, one operiiag 
generally includiirT the r^vgiou of the centromere, 
Mono pi old, Diplotene in the rnono/loid goiierally 
consists of ten ixnivalents scattered throa:^aout the nueleua, 
the nucleolus clearly i/rcisent attached to caromosoms 6. 
{£iioto .  87), Dijjloteno is quite favorabi a for study, al-
thoagh sycap ti« &ssoci^itions are difficult to determiae due 
to the f:.ict that at this stage tiie caromosomee seem to have 
fine thin threads :it  ti;;cir ead s and also alon;^ taeir entire 
IfJi ' igtn, !rhe ciiro:;;0 3oae s are not shari^ly distiiict bodies as 
at diakinesis, but are yaite fuzzy am are act to stain 
lightly* 531 e nucleolus is quite clear aid distinct and of 
about norinf;jil  size* At late diplotenethe chromosomes lose 
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this ear];/  fuzziness as th^ become more l ike the compact 
diakixietic ones, iionietimes t 'J7o or mare uriivaients can be 
observed to have distiiiOt ©lad conneotioiis, ilier-e may be 
c'::iasraata. Several uaivaleiits vyere observed to h;uTe con-
neeticns at both eada ,  app^. aria/j  as t  D; letter "0", and in 
01 a e r  ca s es thre e unival ent s f o rm e d t  ae 1 o11 e r "I" • In 
all  casts \3liere the cell was favorable, all  ten eiiroraosomes 
could he counted, whether these end eonnectiors as ob­
served are i .ruly chiasmata or are 3rtif ' : icta is c ^asidered 
ill  detail later,  
Piakiriesis 
riploid» 'xhe eoilini? of the chrornonenata into 
miwT coila coiit  iiCUuS am: th o pairs of chromatids may form 
major coila around ^eh other# She tetrads h eoome even 
more c»niia,ct,  aid, due to terminal i  2 at i  Cii,  have fe^yer 
chiasmata than at dirloteue, Cora cells h-ive character­
istic eoffipact crirorr.osoce s,  * 1th deep staining isatrix, in 
the forra of A's, V's, t:m O's, depeuding on the ntmiber of 
chiasmata pre6en.t« The ehrc^rnosomes c.re sc^itte^ed taroui^-
out the rmcleua, !rhe nucleolus rcrnains until  late diamine 
sis,  then graduv.lly disappears, Siis is a favorable sto >e 
for counting ehrc^iosomes and notin^? transloc'^t ioa ria^s. 
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Moaoploldt Diakinesis in tlw moaoi-loid is quit© 
similar to that of the diploid excoft that ten univalents 
are preseiit  instead o 1 t en biTalents. { rlioto .  28), Ihe 
ciiromosomos slioi-teu aM thiciren, develop a thick matrix, 
arid are scattered thro u^rioat the cell in ty/ical diakirie-
tic fashion* At late diakinesis the nucleolus disappears, 
The "chiasrwita" still persist, from one to three or even 
more being otsarved.,  
Cori:^ rose Ion 
Diploid* cTometachaae or e on .--r ess ion is that 
time between the disaij  ^ .-earans e ol the nucleer nmhrane and 
the time the ciiroraosomes ne actu lly lined up on fee equa­
torial plate the Si->indle forraed, Aitnougi* tais 3tfi;te 
raay not be evident iii  ell  species, n0.i-.e diploids a^.-ear 
to Mve e- true prometa^ase, 
^Aonoploi d, ihe monoploid does not b .-ive a stage 
exactly comparable to congress ion, althoti^h a stage ap-
proximatia" it  has been observed in siv/iieh at  least ;art 
of the uaivalGiits eppesr to be roughly orieiitin?^ along 
an equatorial plate. 
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Aletapha se I  
Bi.ylold, »<£ieii the "biiraieiits itive become 
oriented on the equatoilal ^late ana the spindle is formed, 
oietaphase of dirision I of moiosis is established# The 
centromeres ^-^ro aligned on tlie plate, arid the a,jj , ,€&ranee 
of the chrcmosomes defends on tba i-osition ol thtv contro-
mere, A median centroiaere rosults in B "U", a terminal 
or subterminal eeiitromere forms a "J" or a rod-showed hi-
valent. In favorable i^reijarations the chromosome cafl::de-
meiit eaa be oo anted at metacoase and am^jimse I ,  
ploi d. In the maize m0n0;>l0id, mcta^juase I  
with all  ten uniTale.rits aliened on the oquatorial . .-late 
•^as very r ' : :re. figures ajjproxlmyti a;; meta^hase -ith the 
majorLt;? of t  JX) univaleiits oa tae plate wore obaerved 
infrequently. In one rnono-loid plant only v^-ao large 
number of meta^nases observed. In the ms. ze iiiono..-loid, 
me tap ha ee ic geaemiiy omitted, no jne t  a -iis e --late is formed, 
and the cii roffiosomes go from late diakiixesis directij  into 
anaphase . .Itbout aligijin:; thtmselpes on the equatorial 
plate, ihotos. 30, 31, aM S3 are of oionoploia metaphase 
figures, photo. 33 showir^ presence of bivalents. 
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Anaphase I 
Diploid» ihe separation of the blvalents into 
dyads marks tii© beginning of anaphase, Tiie seijaration 
begins at the centTOmeres that th m lead the way towards 
the opi^site poles* Any ehiasmata still present at meta-
phase become unraveled and tm four arrns of each dyad are 
clearly seen i& they move towards the poles. The two 
chromatids of each dyud are Ijeld together only in the 
region of the centromere, ihis diviaion I  is disJunctional 
for the centromere. In mid-anaphase the n&trix envelopii^g 
the ehromonemata swells to form a light staining region 
in which the deeper staining chromatin is quite visible. 
At the end of anaifease the two groups of dyads form com­
pact masses at tlie poles. 
Monoploid, Anaphstie in the monoploid differs from 
the diploid in fliat univaleits are generally present, and 
these generally g) undivided to one or the other pole, "Bi­
valent" chromosomes s re present in Stxne cases. Sometimes 
these bivalaats seern be pulled tosari-s the same pole, but 
at times they appear to have act 'oally exchanged material aial 
a heavy "bridge" is formed as they pull ajart.  It  is diffi-
calt to eo imt the ehroaosome s raovin- txsv^ards each pole, as 
they are spread oat t  iirou p the cell -.aid do not aetu'illy ^o 
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to the far i>ole, 'but sees to gather in tvTo or more groups 
some dista.rice from the cell perifliery. Some of the dyads 
lag near the center of the cell,  others go off et ri/3ht 
angles to the rest or at "rarious other diverse angles# 
One can easily count the number of chromosomes, but to say 
to what pole 'tfaey are going is more difficult.  
Although the univalents genfcrally pass to the uoles 
undivided, several cells were observed in which equational 
division of the ehromosomes occurred at aaaphaee I ,  (xhoto. 
35), fhis separation resembled that foaiid in anaphase II,  
but with one or two oomi^act round uriivalents present as in 
diakinesis, cuad the entire eomiilemeat of ten ohromosomes 
l^reseat.  
Bivision I  is therefore characterized by the presence 
of univalents which usually do not divide, but move t  ov/ard 
t?. 'o or more laoles, Some bivaients, trivalents, or quadri-
valents are ^resent, 'fhese may go to the same pole or 
divide and go to different poles. In any case, a bridg® 
with or without an associated fragment is often observed. 
Laggards are the rule rath..  r  thsn the exception at anaphase. 
The form and shape of the ehromosomes differ from diploid 
anaphase in that the univalents generally appear as ovoid 
blobs wiliiout well defined arms. fh,ey are often irregularly 
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scattered in tJae cell ,  fdioto# 36) •  Sometimes the uaai-
valents divide ecpati orially, ( Photos, 34, 35), Groups 
of three or four caro. ' . .osomes scattered in the cell,  are 
not uncommon aM may lead to format Ion of from three to 
four or even {iiore mieIDiiucilei at telo^-nas© I ,  
telophase I 
Djploi d» In diploid meiosis the f oa a,rois oi" the 
dyad are much centraeted by teloiiliaae, the aims often beiig 
merely a round mass of chromatin# llae chrorfiosomes generally 
undergo a transfomatiou similar to t at in mitotic telophase, 
or they may be,( ' in second division inmost ironedi ately wit;iout 
first goiiii^into a typical telophase. During the brief 
int erphase the ohrornoneraat a elongate so me-A at by uncoiling 
atid the ce31 aiate divides t  niotiicr c elJ, l/i , to two daa5^tt;r 
cells, each li 'viag ten dyads, 'X'hus the chromosomes go either 
into a brief interphase or remain more or less condensed and 
ttnd.ergo no ciiaages bei;ween anaphase I  niici meta^mse 1* 
.;.IonQ,..loid, In the monoi-loicl. ,  nuclei in addition 
to liie expected two are often formed at telopi ' iase I .  Of 
course, even itii only two nuclei, each v/o uld have less than 
the full set of caromosomes dm to the random distribution 
of the miivaliruts, Somet imes a restitati on nucleus incor-
,i,;oratin: 4d.l ten oh rOiS o so rue s  is iDrri^;d, aiju sometianes as 
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many as three or more jauclei of v-^ried sizes result,  
lE'-tgaras i^re quite corimon aM often, form micronuclei in 
or near tiio center of the origino;,! cell ,  She nuclei are 
very irregular ic size and shai^e, Sic usjal j;rocedure 
is for e 4/te Iciiifi  s is to follow telophase, but this is some­
times omitted in the snonoploid, 
Divisi on II 
x'Tophase II 
Diploid* rrophase II follows in reverse the hao-
penin;xs 01 telophase I .  2he arms of the fiyafis ^re r^-ttier 
long and the ohranatids &r. belci toretfi 'T at the c ontroinere 
region. The dyads gradually shorten ta f0 nr; the I 's and 
V's so characteristic 01 the late stages of x^rcptese II,  
iiono;..doiA« Stages sa proxiraa t i  proyr©S6 II have 
'been ci) served, { ahoto • 41), She i 's  an.:;  'V's have the 
tj^ideal j. .rOi>hase II a_ppoar:-nce, thou^ti t te number present 
i  s usa. al  Ij '  less th.ari t  en, 
liiet: .vphase II  
.Diploid« At metauhase II the nuclear memhrane disap­
pears, the spindle develops, the 0 ent ID me res becoin© aligned 
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on the eqmtorial ,, , . late, and t l ie chromatids are ready to 
separate. The dy :ds are comiact 1-shaped bodies similar 
to tnos e of earl^- telopiase 1. The cia roniosomes iiave a 
markedly differeit appearaiice f TX)m t tot at metaphase I ,  
Metapliase H resembles mitotic metailiase. 
ilcnoploid« In the moBoploiu the caroiaosomes 
do not lice up regularIp oa 1iie equatorial , , late, thoagh 
a definite , ,dato is in evidence, i3o:.etimes wlfet ap.. .e:ir3 
as a 'blob of G.xroraatia in ' tho center ol the dausjiter call 
is seens, sometime.- s  oce or two or three bl obs at an equa­
torial plate, Ho'^^ever, metaphase II is /aore l ike th-.it  
in the diploid thcin metaMhase I ,  
iina Mfaase IX 
Piplold. In the diploid the chromatids of each 
dyad seiarate aM move apcart to the opposite poles of ' the 
Spindle in aaaj-iiase II ,  thus coailetin.;  the meiotie diyision 
of the four chromatids of a tetrad ohranosome, one to each 
of tte four nuolGi in the Si.^ore cjiartet, iach spore con­
tains a full set of ten chromosaaes. At anaphase II the 
separation is alT/oys eqnational in tho region of the centro­
mere, Anaphase II is veiy siaiilar to mitotic arB phase, 
Monopioid. In the niaiJ^e mono... . loid the ch omosomes 
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have difficulty in anrii/hase equation, b at in moa t cases 
taey do divide, 2he blobs i-ireserit  at  meta hase II separate 
and isasB tavarda the poles in a rather regular fashion, 
sometimes as distinct chromatids, some time-s as blobs of 
chromcitin. !iliere seems to be no lartieular synchronisation 
of division in the daug/iter hc^lves as ois half may ue in 
metapiia.se, the otner in anapJmse or telophase. Bridges 
with or without fragments are also observed at anaphase II. 
Many la^^gards anci ciironiosomea 'ahmh cio not divide re seen, 
Ihese could be chroaoeomes th..;  t  hiT© already divided -.-t 
division I, She extra nuclei may divide to form extra 
l i t t le 3,,/ores, or these may divide siaa then fuse ',^it/x the 
larger -roaos, Ayj^areiitly the chroffiosom^^s th:;t  f irst rea.ch 
the poles begin to form the new nucleus before the others 
arrive, and these l-iter chroiRosomes pear ••^s laggards, 
Tolophase II 
Diploid, Ihe groups of erroaiosomes now reorganise 
as a quartet of nuclei,  each c ojat aitii  ng ten cnromosoDBS, cyto­
kinesis follows, and the quartet of scores is formed, 
rlonoijloi d« Siiiall  quartets are occasionally formed 
with spores equal in size, bat they are neit ,or normal nor 
functional, (••hoto, 47), Sorffitimss a triad oi'  apores is 
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fonaed, a quartet ?/ith unequal spores, a dyad or one hug® 
monad, {x'hotos. 4?, 43, 60, 6S}, Soraetiraes bridges are 
present in telophase (photo. 40), &r& often raaiiy ailcro-
nuclei are scattered or diyiding and oreseat a Tsried 
pictmr© at telophase II.  (-i.-iioto« 40 at "bottoin). Although 
tiiere is a great variutioQ In cell size, ordinarily a 
regiilar group of four scores is f onaed ixfter telo^Aase, 
These normal-api^eari^ag sjjore quartets are probablsr the 
res'iilt  of regular cytokine's is.  The uollec. from these 
spore quartets is iDTlaljle, 
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Special Aspects of Mojaoijloid Meiosis 
Some fifty aiorioi/loids were esaoiined in the course of 
this study, iiae material varied greatly in several res­
pects, Some plants had vsry small tassels iri  th less than 
200 anthers, others a^oproached the aonaal diploid in size, 
iiliaost all showed disintegration of cells, resulting in 
sectors or whole branches being cytologically unusable, 
Some of this may have been due to growing the majority of 
the plants studied in the greenhouse, 
Tjie meiotic figures varied from plant to plant• ^'aohy-
tene stages favorable for study were found in a few plants, 
and when such we re loc&ted. a reasonable nizmber of cells 
suitable for analysis were present. Diplotene appeared to 
be quite regular in some cells,  in others the ten chromo­
somes could not be separated, Metapbase plate formation 
was restricted to a few plants. If some equational divi­
sion occurred in a few cells at anaphase I ,  then generally 
a goodly proportion of cells were noted undergoing equa-
tional division, Division II iu some plants appeared to 
progress quite i^ortaally (at least for the number of chro­
mosomes present in each daughter cell) through formation 
of a metaphase plate, division of the chromatids at 
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anaphase, and movemerit to the woles, 'Xlie chromatids were 
distinct and eoimtable# In other plants blots of chromatin 
appeared. Also, as will be noted in datw presented later,  
the frequency of "ehiasmata" varied from i-laat to plant, 
we are led to the realization that examination of 
a few monoploids will give us the general details of meiosis, 
but to chart the range and form of variation we nmst examine 
many .-nonoploids from maiisr sources, ilhis study is an attempt 
to lay the .groundwork for more detailed studies of monoaloid 
meiosis. Some of the issues brought up, such as chiasma-
formation, presence of true bivalents, homologous vs, non­
homologous pairing, doubleness of early prOiAase threads, 
secondary association, etc, are controversial. The sug­
gestions offered in regard to these uhenomena are those 
Wiiich seem to fit  the data obtained irom observation of 
many cells.  Br en these interpretations of the data presented 
are not to be taken as conclusive, as i t  is to be remembered 
the i^lants varied much among themselves. Also, the data re­
ported are from tbo plants yieldim at least some 300A cells 
and from those yieldin-^ the most favorable preparations for 
cytologic:-! study, 
Monoploid twins 
One set of monoploid twins became a part of tnis study 
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and was of particular interest inasm-uoli as these twins were 
the only plants ha^ritig a sizeable i^ortion cf diiJloid tissue 
in til  em, generally a fcri? cells that could be safely Judged 
to be diploid because of t i ieir size arid regularity of divi­
sion v¥ere ooserred in eacb. ra0n0£.fl0id studied. Only a few 
c e l l s  a t  m o s t  w o u l d  a i ^ j ^ e a r  o n  a n y  o n e  s l i d e ,  d o w e r  e x ,  i n  
one of the twins, out of an oetimted 800 pachytene cells,  
23 cells were diploid, ^ilso, one dij^^loid spiielet was dis­
covered in tiiis saaie .j . / l i3nt, 
ihe diijloid cells were alioiit  1,5 timesS the diameter of 
the monoijloid i^achytene cells,  several other interesting 
aspects of these twins were noted, vi2, one cell had a 9-1 
soi- 'aration of chrojnosomes ;-t  anaphase I  i/lus fragment, and 
despiralization from anaphase I to telophase I seemed to he 
quite common, Ehis was not ol)served in the other raonoploida 
exa rdned, 
"Giant" cells 
Odd "giafit" cells ' jppesred that were from three to four 
tim^-s the diameter or the regular monoploid cells up to as 
much as ten or twelve times their d itimeter. Careful study 
of all  available material,  which coiisisted of several 
thousand cells, seemed to indies-te that this was merely an 
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ejrtreme instaxioe of the tendency of some laoaojploid cells 
to f-use together. Ixi some of the i>laats it was noted that 
the cell walls seemed to have disaiJi>eared, aad the ohromo-
somes "ran together" so to Sjpeak. At first this was tho-aght 
to be due to faalty techaique, but ciieekias eliminated tiais 
possibility, iliis lusion of the cells appeared in a, few 
piaats aad sot at all  in others. 
In the case of the "giant" cells,  vsliich aajjeared as 
round masses of jorotoiJlasra ssrithout chromatin or chromosomes, 
{riioto. 59) j apparently the first stage was a "breakdown of 
the cell wall allowiiig fasion of the cellular materials,  
lihen^as tue j^rotoj^lasm hecuBie ro^Med, the chromatin ap-
i-eared to be tne firBt to disiiitegrete, as hits would be 
found at various stages of disintegration, Gradually i t  
all  disappeared and only thu naked protoplasm was left.  
About 2,000 cells were examined, oat of which 39 were 
"giant" cells I 19 had no chromatin observable, EO had a 
small amount of cnromatin in one or more i^laces, XWelve 
of the 39 were small (about 3-4 times the regular monoploid 
dianeter),  20 were medium, and 7 were large (ui; to 10-12 
times the regular moxioploid cell diaaeter),  'fhese cells 
were observed et late division I and also late division II,  
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Ch-iasmata ia morioploids 
ita attempt was made at diploteno to note the frequency 
of chromosomes apparently joined in some sort of associa­
tion, taut this did not prore fruitful. The same sort of 
vague connections found at diplotene in the monoploid were 
also otsserved in the diiilold maize sporoeytes. However, 
as some association wss noted -t  pachytene in the monoploid, 
perhaps tbo following obserV'- t ions of diploteae figures 
may "be of soro© interest,  
At diplotene in the monoploid^ 311 cells were ohserved. 
In 81 of these 311 cells,  the ten cnroaioscmes were almost 
definitely present bat could not be counted. In the re­
maining 230 cells,  the ten chromosones could be eoimted 
but the connections were not always clear-cut. Of these 
230 cells,  1§0 had all  the chromosomes well scattered 
throughout the cell without any suggestion of assoela-tion, 
ihe reaiaining 80 cella showed some association, i ,e, ,  27 
had two chromosomes that a^pesred to "be ioined together, 
and 9 had two associations of two. The remaining 34 had 
at least two chromosGcies distinctly connected. 
An attempt was m-ide to disticgaish long and short 
chromosomes in the 34 cells w.:ich aijpeared to have actual 
chromoaome connections. It  was found that 13 cells had 
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two long chromosoffies coimected, 7 had a long and a siiort 
eJiromosome coimected, 6 cells had a loug chromosome oon-
nected with ciiromosome 6, one had a loag cliromosome con­
nected with chromosome 6 plus two short chromosomes con­
nected together, and one "had a loag ohroraosome connectod 
?/ith ch .romosorae 6 .JJIUS two long Chromosomes connected to­
gether. Shis ifoald .tossihly iiidicate that chromosome 6 
tends to associate with one ci tiie long chromosomes. 
Further studies of chiasmata '.TOre made ;=t late dia-
kinesis and anaphase. After studying many cells at these 
stages and the connections in monouloida as coaii/ared 
to similar cormections at comparable stages in diploids, 
the writer came to tns conclusion thot some of the con­
nections were indeed artifacts or fixation products, hut 
that soao were actual chiaemata. In an attempt to estimate 
what percentage of the observed connections might bo chias­
mata, counts were m-de of ohiasma-like associutions which 
app€;sr to he similsir in dii^loid and monoploid cells,  with 
the results snown in table 13, 
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' feble 13« isumber of chiaana-like assoeia ti  oriS 
observed per cell at diakinesis-
aria ph as e i Fi m ono ;, ' l  old aa d d i  1 o i  ci 
plant s ,  
Ivmnb er of chlasma ta 
So, of cells 
0 12 5 4 5 
MonoploM®" 981 258 80 16 4 2 
Diploid® 274 33 5 0 0 0 
a ilo. of Chi asm at a bet".feen univalents 
"b i^o.  of ehiasmata.  between bivaients 
Table IS siio^s a frequency of 492 chiasma-lilce asso­
ciations in the monoploid out of a total  of 1241 cells  
observed, taad 43 chiasma-like associsti i .as in the difploid 
out of 312 cells observed. Almost three ti«KS the number 
of chiasraa-like associations were observed in the mono pi old 
as compared to the dliJloid. If we subtract the frequency 
of diploid associat ioiis from those found in the mono.-doid, 
v?e s t i ll  have a frequency of about .25 ehiasmata er cell 
in the monoidoid. Addinij evidence from pairia^^ at waehy-
tene, bridging at anaphase anu telophase, "^le come to the 
coiiclusion th:: t  a large .•.iortion of tfiS at.  . isrent eliism^ita 
are true chiasimta. 
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Bon^apinologous gairiri:^ la the mono pi old 
Some data on fold backs ajid pairin/^ -.7 as obtained from 
monoploids having favorable jjachytene, ilie number of cells 
studied in de tail  was not large^ but the amoimt of pairing 
wiiick could be classified as non-ho ologous was rather high, 
A brief suinmarj' Qj. the- number of foldbacks una the- number 
of non-homologous chromosomes caired together either ter­
minally or int©rs11tiaiiy is given In table 14. 
Table 14, lumber of foldbaokB and pairing of 
aon-hoffiologues in the maize monoploid. 
Monoploid iio, cells iio, foldbacks So, paired 
chroBiosomes 
120 56 18 5 
16 25 £ 1 
fl 28 5 1 
H868 41 0 1 jfE5 1 0 
- 0 3 
F36B — 9 10 
In the last taree monoploids, almost every cell that 
WHS suitable for analysis had some ijairing. However, due 
to the -great variation in amount of pairing from plant to 
i-lant, and the feet th-st only well spreafl pachytene cells 
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could be analyzed, the estimate of the average i^ercentage 
of pairiiif? per cell may be misleading. 
More data would be needed before s figure co i.'ld be 
quoted with any certainty, but these jroliminary examina­
tions indieate taa.t at least ten .:yer cent of the cells show 
either uairia? of non-homologues or foldbacks, She fold-
backs appear to be ^about three t imes as frequent as pairing 
between non-bomologues• figures la through. 5 illustrate 
the different tj^pes of pairim; iioted. 
It eould iiot alifays be deterauned if the i-airing be­
tween non-homolomes was actually pairing of non-homologous 
sections of non-homologous chromosofaes, but where the chro-
momeres could be seen, non-matchiiig ¥/as obserred. The same 
thing was noted in the foldbacks, some of v/hich were quite 
clear. 
Secondary association in monoMloids 
Secondary association is the close physical approxi­
mation of two chromosomes without touching. It is not the 
object of the iirriter to enter deOi-ly irito a discussion of 
secondary association and its various theoreticsl and tech­
nical aspects, iiowever, in view of the possibility of com 
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havii^^ a "liasic" ciiroBiosome set oX fiire, it would n o t  h @  
surprising to find some association due to Loraologj'* A 
auinber of slides were studied bnd tuose cells iadic-tiiig 
t i i i s  " s e c o x j d s r y  a a s o c i a l ; i o n "  a i i a i y z e d .  I t  d o e s  a p p e a r  
possible thf-t there may be soma secoMaiy association in 
th e e 0 rii m o no .p 1 o id, 
In table 15 tiie tern "bivalent" is used to deacribe 
two ctiroaiosomes in very close contact, ap.i.arently foming 
a bivalent, whereas a bivalent with ehiasma-connectlon is 
deseribed uMer "chiasmata". ''SeG0i:<di5ry association" is 
considered as tw'o chromoscmes lying rallel and in close 
aKi^roxiaati0J. but not toucrdxte;, "Eiree" is to iiidicate 
associcitioii of three chroniosomes, t#o associ>ited by ciiias-
ma, the third in bivalent f oiw-'tion with one of the two 
involved in the coiasma. 
iill associations are of t«'o chromosoiKss with the 
exce^jtioiiS noted, ih.e two cells iisviiK four curouiosoiaes 
in Chiasma-formation had t.icm the form of "I" quadri-
valents. In addition to the cells analysed above, 87 
cells were counted s'ith no chiasmata or faivaients, but 
only secondary association in one or more pairs of chro-
mosomea, fhese are suiMiarised in table 16, 
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fable 15# Data regarding secoMary assoelation 
together with chiasmata arid feivalents 
in tiie maise mojuoijloifi. 
i«o. cells Ch lasmta BiTalent fciec« iissn •» iTiiree 
4 1 1 
2 2 1 
1 1 E 
4 1 E 
4 1 3 
2 1 S 
1 1 1 
1 2 2 
1 1 3 
1 1 1 
1 2 I 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
S 1 1 I 
2 1 I 1 
I 1 1 S 
S 1 1 E 1 
1 
r-
tr-
i 
1 1 
1 
r-
tr-
i 
1 
1 1 4 
1 2 2 1 
1 1 3 
iiuadrivaleiit 
xeatavalent 
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Table 16. .Data regarding number of pairs of 
chromosomes in ap.parent secondary? 
association {witiiout caiasmata or 
bivalect s) in the maize moaoiloici» 
•ii 0 9 of pairs of cnro • :ios omes 
So. of cells 1 2 3 4 5 
Monoploid B8 27 21 11 0 
'Uitis in 43 cells having either chiasraata- or bivalent 
associations, 31 also had secoMary assoei-iti on. In addi­
tion, 87 cells appeared in the same aaterlal ;/ith only 
secondaiy association, 2he total number of cells on the 
slides was not recorded. 
Thus there does aiU^ear to be e?irid eae e f or y tv:e of 
"secoiidary assoeiuti on" in corti, (iu,e eitaer to (l) basic 
homologoios of chromosomes, (2) presence of homologous 
,parts in non-homologous cnroffiosoiae's, or (3) residue 
attraction between criroiaosome;s, 
ilnaphaee divisions in the iiionoploid 
Some data were also collected in regard to distribation 
of ehrofflosomes ,it aaaiiiase I, ilhese dat« are not always 
dependable due to difficulty in determining whether the cell 
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actually was in anaphase ana Sue to difficulty in deter­
mining the pattern, of d iBtributiofi. 
ICiiere is great variation among raonoploid plants in 
regtilarity of ^laaphase. In some of the i'lants the dis­
tribution seeaed to b e priE&rily to^srds t-sfo opposite 
poles, in others thre;'© or more; joles a^jpeared. frequency 
of laggards or lost ehroffiosomes varied^ in one plant 
SiiiMle formation generally failed oomi-letely, and the 
chroBio somes formed as taany as eight micro nuclei at the 
end of dlTision I. 
Some slides yielded as few &s ten or iizte;en suitable 
cells, anu tnis made it difficult to obtain lar:r;e numbers 
of cells for a^ialysis, A total of 813 anaphase I cells 
was counted and tabulated. Of taeee, 638 apj-'eared to bav© 
only two poles, 93 appeared to "be forming three nuclei, 
••ind 82 (all from one monoploid) had from four to eight 
nuclei in formation, IMs count is based on close ap­
proximation of chroiaoaoraes at anajAase, and also on the 
number of nuclei aetuiilly observed .^t telophase I, 
• A  corxiparison of anaphase I separatioxi of chrofsosomes 
and telophase I numbers of micronuclei in one monoploid 
follows in table- 1?, 
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Table 17, flumbers of micro nuclei per cell in 
a maize monoploid at anaphase I 
and t elopha s e I, 
er of micro nuclei 
Stage of 
meioBis 1 O w 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 
Anaphase I 0 53 29 34 20 18 7 3 0 0 
Telophase I 2 22 65 90 68 48 9 4 0 0 
A breaicdo?/ri of bipolar anaphase I distribution of 
univalents from a /.umber of idants yielded the results 
shown in table 18, 
rable 18. Bipolar aistribation counts of uni-
valerits ;y-1 ana^j-liase 1 ia tht maise 
monoploid• 
gype of distribution 
(a) 0-10 1-9 E-8 S-7 4-6 5-5 Total 
(b) 11 86 112 158 178 93 638 
( c )  1 , 2  12.5 56 149t5 261.8 157 638 
a JBo. of univalents to each .pole 
b xio. of cells in monoploids having this distribution 
c lixpectati on on binomial distribution basis 
AS most of tte chromosomes wem observed to divide 
equati onslly at anaphase II, and by f r the majority of 
the immature spores were observed to be in raoi-e or less 
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eci-u.al.l3r divided qmartets, tiie above observations do agree 
7/itli eounts of s.yores per meiotic division. A tabulation 
of aumbers of Si,:-ores resultijag from the original miero-
aporocytes in different ulaiits is given in table 19, 
fable 19.. lumber of s^oores jireseat after division 
II from one niicrosj.)oroeyte in tii© maize 
monoploid. 
So, scores 1 2 3 4 & 6 7 fotal 
M o ,  cells 43 f S  230 357S 2 B  4 1 3946 
Of tbe 3573 quartets, only 82 differed in size to an 
apijreeiabie extent, Equatioiial division ox chromosomes 
at anaphase I was rarely xjoted. However, out of ^in ap­
proximately 2500 cells undergoing maphase, 25 had from 
one to ten ohroaiosomes in ©quational division. The rest 
of the cells SAOwed only undivided univalents at anaphase 
See table EO-. 
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latole 20, lumber of chroraosaaes undergoing 
eqaatioaal diTision at anaphase I 
is. the maize monoploid. 
lo» cferomosaaes 1 2 Z 4 § 6 7 8 9 10 
lo» oells 12 6 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 z 
Six of "tiiese oells had one or more chiasmata or 
bridges i^reseat; one liad four chiasimita,. 
TeloMiase data in the raaize moriOi.:'loid 
Couats were also laade on nmaber of teloiviias© I nuclei 
per cell in different monoploids. i '^tra nuclei vvere pro-
l)a"bl^ due to failure of the ciiromosomes to form ou tli© 
/" i 
spiadle, lagging or misorientatiofl| See tal)le Sl^ 
Ta'ble 21. fiumbers of telopiiase I auclei per cell 
in tfte raii?.© monoploid. 
&0m mclei 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
lo# cells SS 4200 92 189 70 48 9 4 0 0 
The figure of 4S00 in tatte 21 for two nuclei per cell 
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at telophase is a close approximation to the actual majatser 
of cells observed, 
i.s many as three laggards ijer cell ap,i;jec3red at telo-
|shase II, Sometimes hridge- formation with or without 
fragmeiits wa,s observed. So counts on 'bridge fomation were 
made except in one monoplold wherein 8 cells with bridges 
were observed in ahoiit 700 cells, 
Monoploid meiosls in iadividiial plants 
Sever.-;! monoi^loias will be discussed to aaow some of 
the oh arac t e rl st i c a of tee Indlvldu al mono pi old pi ants. 
MoiiOi-doid Mm A had an Tinus-aal amount of multinucleate 
telophases, relatively few oiiasmata, more equational divi­
sion at anai?hase I than usual, some anaphase II laggards, 
and several cells with eleven ohroniosomes (or ten chromo­
somes plus a large fragment). The spindles were apjiarently 
normal but sometimes vwre off to oa© side or irieorn , i/lete. 
The spore quartets were uneqaal, and irregiilar in size and 
shape, and difficult to coant. Apparently one division was 
all that occurred in mani' cells of this plant. Some good 
pachytene cells were found, Olear-out chiasmata were noted, 
Apparent fusion of the multi-nucleate condition occurred as 
more quartets were found tlicm expected after a very 
m 
irregular dlTision I aad II, 
MoHO.FlC!id B-38 had very |joor pachyteiie, 'Tlie anaiihase 
ckroffiosomes were el ear and deep staining, but counts were 
imi/ossible since the cells texided to fuse together. 
Bridges aM laggards were cpiite coaiiBon. ' M:o3t of the first 
divisions were bipolar, but a few multipolar divisioos 
were observed. Division II auajjiias© WvS very irregular 
and the ohroiaosomes almost cooiiiletely unooontable, 
Monoploid f36B, one of the t'vfin .plants, was very 
favorable for anaphase I counts, xhere 'jras a eoiiSiderobie 
amount of equation at anaphase I also. Chiasmata were 
clear and frequeat, good for analysis, Hestitution nuclei 
and despiraliaation of the chromosoa^s going into telophase 
I were observed. Regular division of the chromatids oc­
curred at division II, Both F36A and J''36B, the two twin 
plants, were f'ivor&'ble for cytological study in most 
respects, Jbe odd "giant" cells were foani in F36A, 
Mono^'loids iil8?l and .h870 were esoecially well suited 
for study of chiasmata types lad frequencies, Monoi4oid 
f?4 was especially well suited for study oi secondary 
assoeif^t ion. 
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Pho to mic ro graphs 
fho to fill era graphs 1 thro tig h 22 are from study con-
cenied with raonoploid derivatives, 
f. 
iiiotomicro/srapas 1 tarou^ 8 are the ehro^osomes 
used to prepare chromoBonie may in figure 9, 
iiioto. 1. ChromosonE's 9 and 10. 5-9-6, 
slide S, Mag, x800. 
Photo, 2, ChromosonKJS 6 and 9, .£?lant 5-9-6, 
slide 4, Mag, x550. 
Photo, 3, Chromosome 8» Plant 5-9-1, slide 1. 
Mag, x900. 
x'iioto .  4, Ciiroffiosom© 8, Plant 5-9-6, slide 1, 
Mag, x550» 
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xhoto. 5. Chromosome 5» x'lant 5-9-6, slide 7. 
M a g ,  x 5 5 0 »  
xhoto * 6# Cfiroii'iosome 3. ilant 5-9-6, slide 7, 
Mag, x550, 
iiioto, 7 ,  Chromosomes 4, 7, and 10, xlant 
5-9-6, slide 6, x550. 
iiioto, 8, Chronsosome 10 and long arm of ciiromo-
some 2, riant 5-9-6, slice 5 ,  Mag, x550. 
\ 
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j-laoto * 9« Two l)ridges at an,aphase 1, riant 
4-14-9, x550. 
-hoto. 10, possible inversion loop on chromosoiae 
5 at paciiyterxe, riant 4-14-9, Mag, x900, 
rhoto, 11, I'ion-homologous pairliy^ on long arm 
of ehz'omosome 2, One chromosome has five chromomeres, 
the paired eiiromos..me none, xlant 4-14-1, Mag, x550, 
rhoto, 12. Clumping of raetaj-hase I chromosomes 
in syiicyte, riant 5-8-6, JAag, x650. 
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xhoto, 13, Axiother view of clanping of meta^toae 
I cfcraaosomes» ilant 5-8-6» Mug, x550, 
-lioto, 14, Stage corajjarable to pachytene. Chro­
matin stretched as from chromatin center, nucleolus 
not in evideric©, -lant 5-8-6, Mag, x550, 
'xfloto, 15, possible inversion and/or deletion on 
long arm of chromosome 2, ^'Isnt 5-9-4, Mag, x550, 
ihoto, 16, iiirlier stage of plaxrt 5-8-6 showi,ag 
a whole groui) of nuclesr materials merged together 
without cell walls i^resent, Mag, x550. 
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jt 'hoto. 17• Auaiiiiase "bridges ija plant 5-9-10. 
Mag, x550. 
i-lioto. 18. Bridge plus fragment at anaphase I. 
riant 5-9-6. Mag, x900, 
xhoto, 19, i-aehytene showing lo^ig arm of cliromo-
some 1 or 2 heterozygous for a kjiiOib plus ix>ssi"ble 
deletion, xlsat 5-10-6, Mag. x650. 
i-hoto ,  20. -ossible inverciori in chromosome 1 at 
i-aehytene. -^.^lant 5-6-4, z550. 
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i 'hoto » 21 • Laggards plus 'brid;;^e at ansphaae II 
riaij^ 4-16-£« Ma-, ic5dO, 
rhoto • 22, i'r&xisloeati oil rixig oi fuur eig 
pairs at diairlneais .  ^-lant 5-6^4, Mag, xSfiO • 
rhotoffiiorograi^QS 23 tiarough 64 saow cells from 
mai 2 e mo noi-do id s, 
i 'hoto • 23, "Y" formation of quadrivaleats at 
dia^ineBis, iionoloid. pliir.t ¥-74, Mas* x550 . 
Aoto , B4t SCO andry aesociation. i:ono doid 
plant ±-36-ii, Mag. x550» 
.-"hoto * aph-:'.se 1 8epar;j.tlon witu io.ir uni 
valents to sBch. pole ard two laggards, Itonofdoid 
plarit i«74, ila;5, x550. 
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rhoto. 26, J^ygotene, ..tlant slide 5. 
Mag, x550. 
i-'iioto ,  27, Late di,-lotene, ^'lant xi-1871, slide 
£, x5S3. 
j-hoto, £8, Diakinesls, -.;'laafc i-36-B, slide 6, 
Mag, x550 • 
rhoto • 29, Anaphase I s ei;aratiox:t fi 've 
caromosomee /'pin' to each i-ole, ^'lant slide 
6, Mag. x550. 
30, Approximate metaiiifjse I late forma­
tion# -'lant i^-36-B, slide 5. Ma;^, x550 , 
rhoto .  31, Api^rosimate £iQeta,.lBS£ I vlate forma­
tion, riant ii-ia71, slide 16, Mag, x550. 
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riloto. 32, Anaphase I showing sepa.ration of the 
chromosomes to opposite poles, riant H-1871, slide 
13, Mag, x550, 
fiioto, Approximate metaphase I plate forma-
tion with maiority of •&).e ehrcmosomes aligned on of 
near the plat©, riant H-1871, slide 45, Mag, x550« 
-hoto, 34, ixiuational diTision at anaphase I, 
i:lant slifie 7, fiag, x550, 
xhoto, 35, iiqiiational division at anaphase I, 
riant f-56-B, slide 5, Ma^^, x550, 
rhoto, 36, Bridge at anaij,si..;.se I, -^lant 
slide 6, x5Ki. 
i -hoto • 37, Bottom is restitution nucleus at end 
of telophase II, top is four nuclei at end of telo­
phase II, il-'int F-36-B, slid© 3, Mag, x550. 
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rhoto. S8, Four unequal nuclei, but no eytokiaesis, 
xelOiihas© II, xlaxxt F-36-B, slMe 3, Mag, x550, 
rhoto, 39, Laggard at telopliase II, ^-lant 
slide 5, Mag, xBBO, 
-110to, 40, Bridge st telopliase li, -claut ii-187l, 
slide 13, Mag, x550* 
xhoto* 41, xroi3imse II, riant slide 6, 
Ma x550, 
r h o t o ,  4 2 ,  r T O i - ' h s s e  I I ,  r l a x i t  s l i d e  7 ,  
Mag, x550, 
riioto, 43, Immature Siiores, riant Ji-1871, slid® 
18, iK:.-, x550. 
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x'hoto • 44. iiiuatiDnaL division at aaajpliase II, 
xlaiit H-1871, Slide 13. x550 • 
•iaoto, 46, Laggard at metajphase II. rlaat 
H-1871, slide 56. Mag, 3t550. 
xhoto, 46, Laggards at teloi)iiase II, i'lant 
f-36-B, slide 5, Mog, x550. 
^'hoto. 47. Byads a t  eM cl telopiriase II, xlarit 
H-1871, slide 43, x550, 
xhoto, 48, Joar spores after telophase II, 
-laiit H-1871, slide 11, iviag, xbbQ» 
•^"ixoto. 49, Triafl of scores after telophase II, 
rltrit E-1871, slide 11, Mag, x&50. 
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Aoto. 50. Triad of s i«res after telophase II, 
lot© misorgarilBatloB. of nucleus, xlaiit li-1871, •slid® 
43, Ma -^, x:550. 
i 'boto. 51. Sisores of varied sisses and shaped in 
Tarious ways, Multi-zraeleate condition, xlant li-1871, 
slide 12. mag, x550. 
-•-hoto. 52, Unequal quartet of scores, riant 
11-1871. slide 39. Msg • x550 .  
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xhoto# 52» Dnfavorable pachyteiie often observed# 
Aioaoploid plant fi-1871, slide 31, iiag« x550« 
xhoto. 54, i-roToably diploid i^aclijtene in mono-
pl 0 id t i s s ue, ilo no cl o i d pla xit ± - 3 6- A, slide 1, • Mag, 
x450, 
-hoto. 55. Di^ulotene showing t^iie of assoeiation 
often i^resent, iioiiojjloid i^lant ii-1871, slide 15, Mag, 
x:550, 
rhoto, 56, Ajriotiier view of late di.plotene with 
the chroiuosomes closely associated. Mono pi old plant 
H-870, slide 10, Mag. 3:550, 
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-tioto* 5?» imrly diakinesis sriowing associ'^^fcion 
of chromosomes aM. Possible criiasmata, .aionoi)loid 
plant H-1871, slide 15. ^^ag, x550. 
-•iioto» 58• i-'oldb&ek with non-homologous pairing 
at paciiytene# Moii0.ploid i.-laiit slide 9. Mag, 
x900. 
i-hoto. 59, "Giant" cell as fouM in a few mono-
i^loids# J'.i0ii0i;-l0id plant i-S6-A, slide 15, x450» 
xhoto# 60. I"iak:iiiesis v/ith ehroraosoraes well 
scattered tiiroughout the liucleus. Monoploid .plant 
K-1871, slide 15, Mag, x550. 
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j-'hoto# 61. rairiag of non-homologous chromosomes 
at i«ehytene, iioxioploid plant P-1, sliae 5, Mag. x 
1400, 
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Aoto, 62, I'oldback in chromosome 9 at pachytene. 
Moiioijloid iJlant B-1, slide 4, Mag, xl400» 
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xhoto, 63, i'old'baek s.t paeliyteii-e, i-lant 
lag, xl400 • 
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-tiloto .  64, fion-homologous ehroiaosomes pairing 
at aacliytene. iaoa.Oi?loid plant S-4, Mag, sl400. 
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j-'lates of ilgures 
All figures, with the exeeptions lioted, are diagram­
matic representations of actual a®lle observed in maize 
monoploids during th© courB® of this study. When the 
tems "ohiasma", "biTalent", "triTalent", etc. are used, 
it is to he rem«ih©red that c;^tologicallf these formations 
appear to exist. Instead of constantly sa;^ing "ohiasma-
like formation" or "apparent hivaleat association", w® 
use the terms without quotations and without restriction. 
But it must he rsneahered that artifacts similar to ehias-
mata undoubtedly do contribute to the observed chiasmata, 
although they oan not alwaj^ be distingui^ed. Apparent 
biTalents may actually be such, or they may be chromosomes 
in close association due to chance or the smear technique. 
However, to the best of this worker's knowledge, the cells 
represeaated herein are not the doubtful cases, but those 
apparently having true chiasmata and true bivalent 
formations, 
Figures 1-8 are froa monoploid sporooytes. lypes 
of non-homologous pairing between two chromosomes are shown 
in figures la - d. lypes of foldbacks observed are shown 
in figures £a - d. Foldbacks plus other figures are shown 
in figures Sa - d. Foldbacks plus non-homologous pairiza^ 
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•feetweea two chromosomes is shown in figures 4a throu^ 4d, 
The nucleolus is indicated bj a dotted circle. The other 
dotted line indicates a .fcaot of chromosomes. 111® pachytene 
stranda as show ar© all double. Ihe centromeres are not 
shown as they were generally quite difficult to detect. 
Figure la. Terminal portion of two arms of two dif­
ferent chromosoms closely paired, riant 1-6, Mag, x500. 
Figure lis# Two chroffiosomes paired interstitially for 
a portion of their lei^th with the free erids unpaired, 
irlant I-l. Mag, x500. 
Figure le. fenainal portion of two chromoscaaeB paired, 
x-lant ?-l, slide 5, Mag, x500. 
Figure Id, Terminal portion of two chromosomes paired 
closely with, a large region in close approximation, xlant 
f-1, Mag, xSOO. 
Figure 2a, foldback inTolving ahout one fourth of the 
length in one of the long ohromosomes, i'lant F-EO, slide ?, 
Mag. xSOO, 
Figure Sfc, Foldlack of almost the entire length of 
chromosome 9, riant f-2Q, slide f, Mag, x5G0. 
Figure £e, Foldhack probably in ehromosome B, in-
Tolving separation of strands at one end, to.e end appeared 
to he heterozygous for a chromomere, i'lant F-20, slide 5, 
Mag, x500. 
ISO 
figure 2d. lon-iiomologous pairing in i'oldt»aek, proba­
bly in ohromosome S, xlant f-20, slid© 5, Mag, xSOO. 
figure Sa, Two foldbaeks, one probably in long arm, 
the other interstitlally. Chromosomes 6 and 9 easily 
determinable, riant 1-20, slide ?, Mag, x500. 
Figure 3b. foldbaefe, almost terminal, p3:t)bably In 
chromosome 8. Chromosome 9 obserTable, Plant f-EO, slide 
g, lag, xgOO, 
figure So. fwo foldbacks, one iiirolTing central por­
tion probably of chromosome 2, the other regiom on both 
sides of the oentromer© probably in chromosome 4. ilant 
f«»20, slide Mag, xSOO. 
Figure 34. loldbaek inTolviag large interstitial 
portiofi, probably of chromosome 5. Chromosomes 3 and 9 
distinguishable, riant f*20, slide 5. Mag, x500, 
figure 4a. foldbaek inTolving short arm and part of 
long arm of ohroaosome 9. Also pairing of two chromosomes 
Interstitially, the ®ads unpaired, riant F-m, slide S. 
Mag, xSOO, 
Figar® 4b. One foMbaek plus two paired chromosomes 
plus foldback and fused centromeres of three chromosomes, 
i'lant F-20, slide ?. Mag. xSOO. 
figare 4®. foldback plus terminal pairing of saie 
chrOTiOSome with another, riant F-20, slide 7. Mag. xSOO. 
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Figure 44, Fold'back ixLVolTiug large iaterstitial 
region plus possible pairing of terminal portiom of one 
eiiromosome with interstitial portion of another, t'lant 
P-20, slide 8, Mag, x500. 
Figure §, Apparent separation of single threads in 
one ciiromosoffi®, riant f»20, slid© 6, Mag. x500. 
Figure &, Metabolic nucleus of raomploid, 1 few 
strands observed which were visibly single, lo ©Tidenc® 
of dottbleness, C©11 has smaller aaount of oytoplas® in 
relation to nucleus thai at pachytene. Cytoplasm appears 
denser than at pachytene, riant f-§5, slide 1, Mag, x500, 
figure f, Lepboten® in monoploid. Strands -risibly 
single, chromomer®! present, but chromosames could not be 
followed throughout their Imgth, i'lant H-.1866, ^id© S, 
Mag, x600, 
Figure 8, Zygotene in moaoploid, Chromoscaa# 9 
separated from synzetic knot in monoploid, ¥ery rarely 
is a whole chromosome separated from the group in zygotene, 
Plant f-20, slide 7, Mag, xSOO, 
figures 9 and 10 are chromosome maps, detailed des­
criptions of which are given in the text, 
figur# 9, Map of corn chromosomes typical of those 
observed in the present study, Plants 5-9-4 and 6-9-6 
were used as basis of these morphological characteristics. 
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til® satQ© plants used priiaarilj for photographs of th© ten 
ehromosomes. 
la^iire 10« Adapted from 'Longluj  (1939 and iinpul)lished 
data). Shewing possible kno'b T@giom in different stocks 
together wilii ratio of long to short arm and ohromosome 
leiagth in microns. 
fal3l© 22 , icnob regions in different stooks 
of com, together with ratio of 
long to short arm and ohromosom© 
length in microns. 
Chromosome 
number 
Total 
1ength 
Short 
aim 
Long 
arm 
Ratio long 
to short 
1 SS9 10E.7 1E6,3 1.23 
B i m  80,9 11§.1 1.42 
£ 196 91,6 104.4 1,14 
3 i n  §9.f 119.3 s,o 
4 IfS 65,6 108. i 1,63 
4 l U  S8,3 116,7 E.O 
6 17§ 84,6 90.4 1,07 
6 l£g 1§.1 106.4 7.1 
7 140 38,8 101. S s.i 
S 140 35,0 lOS.O 3,0 
f 1E2 40,f 81.3 B.O 
10 100 27,8 7S.2 2,6 
ffigmre 11, Diploten© with possible chiasmta» i-lant 
f-36-B, slid© 31. Mag, xSOO, 
figure IE, Diplotene with brolcen ehiasma and two 
fragments, .t'lant slide 31, Mag, xiOO, 
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figure 13# Diplotcaae witii chromoscmes so oriented 
as to suggest seeondarj associatioa. Hant F-36-B, slide 
3E, Mag, x500. 
Figure 14» Ebree possible chiasmata at diplotene, 
two apparently temiaal, the o ther sub terminal. Plant 
F-.36-B, Slide 32, Mag. x500. 
figure 15# One long and om short chromosome associ­
ated by ehiasma^ plus two loiig ehroixo somes associated iE>y 
chiasma. Rather ci ecx d ipl o tene GO if i gurat ion .  Plant 
H-1871, Slide 42# Mag. x500# 
Pigure 16# Qiree chromosomes joined in -Apparent "Y" 
at diplotene, the other seven chromosooea scattered throu^-
out the cell* Plant fl-1871, slide 42, Mag, x500# 
Figure 17* Six nhrornosorass in association dt diplo­
tene, ,yith five rather distirist chiasn&ta, involving two 
"Y" formations# A very unusual type association seldom 
noted# Whether all connectioiis are true daiasmata or 
part or all are artifacts, is difficult to say. Chromo­
some six not involved in asso cii::.ti on# Plant H-1871, 
slide 16. Mag, x500, 
Fij;^re 18# l%o, possibly three chiasngita present 
at diplotene# Plant H-1871, slioe 16, Mag, x500. 
Figure 19# All ten chranosomes involved in saae sort 
of close association, either as cniasE®.ta, bivalents, or 
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seeondary association, x^lant if-74, slide 3. Mag, x500, 
figure 20, Xendenoy towards secordary assooiatioa 
at diakinesis, i."lant i'-74, slide 3, Mag, x500. 
Figure El, Diakinesis with aueleolus atout lialf-gon©, 
and secondary association plus one ohiasma. Plant f=»74, 
slide 3, Mag, xSOO, 
figure S2, On® trivalent assooiation at diakinesis, 
pluB biralerit with ehiasma aad fire univalents, riant f-74, 
slide 3. Mag, x&OO, 
Figure 23, further evidence for secondary association 
at diakinesis, together with two ehiasmata and two univa­
lents, i'lfiBit F-74, slid© 3, Mag, x500. 
Figure 24, JSvidenee for secondary association together 
with one ehiasma at diakinesis, flant F-74, slid® 3, Mag, 
x500. 
Figure 26, xossihly eight of the ten chromosomes in 
secondary association. The on© univalent may have heem 
prevented from close association with chrofflosome six due 
to mechanical interference of the nucleolus, -riant F-74, 
slide 3, Mag, x500. 
Figure 26, Secondary association again, this tiiBQ in­
volving chromosome six. One ehiasma and four univalents, 
riant P-74,, slide 3, Mag, x0OO, 
Figure 27, Secondary association of large and small 
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cfiroriiosomes at diakiiiesxs. i:<o chiasma, i-lant J-74, 
slide 3, Mag, x500. 
I'lgure 28, iiight of the ten ciiromosoi!»s in secondary 
association, including chrcffiosoaie six and ttro univalents, 
Makinesis, riant F«74, slide S, Mag, x500, 
Figure 29, Late diakinesis with nucleolus almost 
gone. One caiasma with suggestion of secondary association 
involving same ciaromosomeB, -^-lant 1-74, slide 6, ilag, 
x800, 
i 'igure 30, Chiasma between interstitial segments of 
two cbromosoHSs i^lus secondar^r association of two small 
chromosomes, xlant F-74, slide 8, Mag, x500, 
figure 51, Late diakinesis, imcleolus separated from 
chroHiosome six. This co^uld be due to smeurir^, Suggestion 
of secondary assoeiation of large and small chromosomes, 
i 'lant F-74, slide 3, Alag, x500. 
Figure S2, iixampl© of chrofnosomes well spread at 
diakinesis, apparently moving into anaphase I v^ithout 
metaphase, J-lant J'~74, slide 3, Mag, x500, 
Figure 33, Two chiaaiiata at diakinesis, either arti­
facts or true connections. One involves chromosome 6 islus 
a short chromosome, ilant H-1871, slid® 45, Mag, 3c500, 
Figure 34, iixanple of approximate metaphas® I plat® 
formation, riant F-36-B, slide 27, Mag, x500. 
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figure 35. Apijroximate metaj-Caase I plate formation. 
Orientation, off-center but most of tbe chromosomes are 
either on or near the plat©, riant F-36-B, slide 31. 
Mag, x500, 
Figure 36, Approximate meta^^hase I plate formation 
With six chromosomes oriented on the plate, lo actual 
raetaphase I ulate forimtions including all ten monoploid 
chromosomes was observed, This type of configuration was 
the nearest approach to such, l-ven t; is t^ype was quite rare 
only a few such obserTed during the entire study, riant 
P-74, slide 3, Mag. x500. 
i'^igure 37, iiight or nine cjhTOmosomes aligned on the 
metaphase I equatorial plate. One chromosoH® has a chiasma 
and one chromosome appears as a laggard, r'lant 
slide 28, Mag, x500, 
figure 38. Anaphase I equational division with 
dotted lines indicating three chromosomes already divided. 
She two chromosomes off the plate towards the bottom of 
the cell will probably fail in division and may form 
micronuclei. riant F-36-B, slide 6. Mag, x500. 
Figure 39, Iquational division by two chromosomes 
at anapiiEiSe I, i'lant f-36-B, slide 6, Mag, x50G, 
Figure 40. Dotted lim indicates equational divi­
sion 01 one chromosome S. t  Or nai-hase I, xlant H- 1871. 
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Slid® 45• Mag, x500* 
Figure 41, iaquation .at ariaishase I, Dotted line 
iMleates one pair of chromatias Wiilcii have seii^arated, 
riant H-.1871, slide 14, Mag, x500. 
Figure 42, Jj^uatiori at anaphase I, Chromosonie 6 
dividing, j-'lant ii-1871. Slide 14, Mag, x500. 
ligure 43, Chromosomes already pulliBg apart in 
©quatioiial division after laetaphase plate foitnation. 
riant F-36-B, slide 3, Mag, x500, 
figure 44, iinaphase I' showing one ohiasma with the 
two associated chromosomes moviiig to •Qie same IJO1@, Tho 
3-7 separation of the ehro mo somes will result in two 
nuclei at telophase I, Orieritation of groups of three 
chromosomes indicates i.>ossible secondary association, 
^lant F-74, slide 3, Mag, x500, 
figure 45, Very late diakinesis or anaphase I, 
Chromosomes associated as to suggest secondary association, 
Bo chiasma, xiaat i-74, slide 3, Mag, x500« 
figure 46, Approximate metSiAase I j.;late formation, 
Chiasma and Ibivalent present, riant B"'-74, slide 3, Mag, 
x500, 
Figure 47, further evidence for secondary association 
in closely associated chromosomes witliout chiasma, ilso, 
two ohiasma-format ions, i-robahly at anaphase, irlaat P-74, 
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slide S,. Mag,. x500. 
Figure 48» Six chromosomes closely associated in 
possible hexavalent, tvifo chiasmata observable. The four 
ciriromosomes not involved in hexavalent association appear 
to be two-by-two in secondary association, x-lant f'-74, 
slide 3, Mag, x500. 
Figure 49, Serifis of chiasma-formatioas in bivaleats 
as noted at very late diakinesia or anaphase I, fiote that 
some involve terinirial ijortiocs of both oh.xomosomes, some • 
involve interstitial portions of b oth chromosomes, some 
involve terminal portions of oxie with interstitial portions 
of another, and some involve long ac.d snort chromosomes, 
fhese configurations were all noted in j-'lant f-36-B, al­
though they are tyi^ieal of all cionoplolds. Mag, xSOO, 
Figure 50, Series of chia-sma-type associations in­
volving from two to foiir chromosomes as noted in plant 
P-36-B, ileg, x500, 
figure 51, i^tidence of secondary association plus 
ciiiasma, irlant P-74, slide 3, Mag. x500, 
i'igirre 52, Further evidence of secondary association, 
riant i-74, slide 3, Mag, xBOO. 
i 'lgure 52, iivideiice of secondary association. Three 
pairs of chromosomes closely associated but not touching. 
One chiasma aad two unassooiated chromosomes, riant f-74. 
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slia.e 3. Mctg, x500. 
Figure 54, evidence of secouiary association, i^os-
sibly stroa;^ attraction for each other but not stroiG^ 
enough to foria chiasma, -^'lant l '-74, slide 3. Mag, x500. 
Figure 55. Secoridary association plus eliiasma at 
ana,phase I« riant i-74, slide 3, Mag, x500« 
S'igure 56, Ye-ry close secoiiiary association plus 
cfeiasma arid two unassoeiated chromosomes, riant f-74, 
slide 3, Ma;?. x500, 
i 'igure 57. Secondary association plus one chiasma, 
riant lr-74, slide 3. Mag, x500, 
Figure 58, Secondary association, bivaient-type 
association, and chiasmata, -ilant i-74, slide 3, Mag, 
x500, 
Figure 59., Secondary association plus two chiasmta 
and four unassoeiated oiiromosomes, ilaut F*74, slide 3, 
Mag, x500. 
figure 60. Distribution of ehroniosomes at a-iaphase 
I resulting in restitution nucleus. Bote that all ten 
chromosomes are orieated at top of cell. This 7/ill result 
in one nucleus at telophase I which may divide equationally 
at division II and give dyad of spores. Hence, it would be 
possible to obtain two scores wiM full complement of ten 
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ciirornosomes, i-laat J-36-B, slide 20, Mag, x500. 
Figure 61# .Anaphase I showing 1-2-5-2 division which 
will result in four nuclei at telophase I. riant f-36-B, 
slide 28, Mag. x500. 
Figure 62, ikaaphase I showirig 3«-7 chromosome separa­
tion. iilant .¥"-26-B, slide 28, Mag. x500. 
ffigur© 63, Anajihase I sho^ying orientation of chronio-
Bomes to several poles, resulting in 1-2-6-1 separation of 
the chromosomes, riant i'-SS-B, slide 28, Ma.^, x500, 
i 'igure 64, Anaphase I with one possihle trivalent and 
one bivalent, riant I'-74, slide S, iaa;?. x500. 
Figure 65, four possible bivalents at anai>hase I, or 
at least in close association, plus one bivalent already 
separated, Kiis tyi® of association could be due to 
ehiasma-forr?».tion, secondary association, chance or smear­
ing, riant P-74, slide 3, Ma.;^, x500. 
i i:2ure 66, Anaphase I sho'ffi^ig 2-8 or 2-7-1 separation 
of the chroiTiOsomes, One apparent trivaleiit with one ter­
minal chiasma and one interstitial cii.iasma, riant S-74, 
slide 3, Mag, x500. 
Figure 67, Four chroroesomes apparently associated by 
chiasmata two-by-two, plus two pairs of i-ossible bivalent 
associations and two univalents, rl^smt y-74, slide 3, Mag, 
x500. 
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Figure 68. -.iuadrivalent association, i)ossibly due to 
artifact, ilant i'-74, slide 3. Ifag. x500. 
i 'igure 59, A tetravalent association with one rather 
definite cniaama, This type of coiifigaration is verj dif­
ficult to analyse, xlant i-74, slide 6 x500. 
Figure 70, Two chiasmata and one "bridge phase 
I, riant a-1871, slide 45, Mag, xSOO, 
Figure 71, Fragment plus ten cliromosomes at anaphase 
I. ilant .r-35-B, slide £8, iiag, x500. 
i'i^Ture 72, Bridge plus fragment at anaphase I, with 
2~5-S or 3-'4-l-.£ separation of the chroinosoines» riant 
F-36-B, slide E8. Mag, x500. 
Figure 73, One possible quadrivalent association. 
Could b® due to eharice or an earing. One chiasma, xlant 
F-36-B, slide 31, Mag, x500. 
I'igure 74, Three ohiaaaata at anaphase I, Here two 
of the associated pairs of chromosomes have as usual orien­
ted towards the same pole. The third pair has evidently 
attempted to pass to opposite poles, resulting in bridge, 
riant i-S6 -B, slide 3£, Mag, x500, 
figure 75, ikaaphase I with 4-4-1-1 separation of the 
eiiromosoines, This tjije of separation will result in four 
nuclei at telophase I, From the evidence observed, it 
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seems as if tais type of separation is due to part of the 
Ciiroffiosomes formi,ag on the syinale and the rest failing to 
form on tie s^/indl©, remaiiiixig apuroximately where they 
were at diakinesis. -lant i;-36-B, slide 7. Mag. xSOO. 
Figure 76. Anaphase I bridge without fragment, fhe 
Si-'iflcile has formed off to one side, riant H-1871, slid© 
45, ilag« x500. 
figtare 77. Bridge formatioB without fragment at ana­
phase I. riant H-1871, Slide 45. iiaa,'?. x500. 
Figure 78. Anaphase I ifith two associated chr0m,030mes 
going to the same pole, Spindle off center, ilant H-1871, 
slide 45, iiag, x500, 
Figure 79. Spindle clear and v/ell oriented, l^iree 
univalents to each pole. Distinct "bridges but no fragments, 
i 'his Is a more orderly anaphase 1 cell than is usually ob­
served., i 'lant .F-36-.A, slide 16. Mag, x500. Flant F-36-A 
and F-36-B are twins. 
Figure 80. Trivalent chiasma-assoelation at ariaphase 
I, with off-center spindle. All trivalent chroraosomes 
going to the same pole, fhis type of separation will 
probably result in a 2-8 sejaration of the chromosomes, 
I'he terminal portion of the middle chromosome is associated 
with the terminal portion of the second chromosome and 
the interstitial portion of the middle chnomosome is 
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associated with the terminal portion of the third chromo­
some, -lant ii-1871, slide 45, x500. 
i'igui-e 81. line out of ten o/iroiROSomes associated by 
ehiasiaata at ansji^hase I, Six of the chromosomes are associ­
ated "by two's, and three of the ohroiaosomes are in on© 
association, i'la-nt ii-1871, slide 12, Mag, x500, 
j 'igure 82, Mine univalents at anaphas:® I with one chro­
mosome att6-mi-:tiiig eqaatiori, lote that this chromosome 
imdergoing equation is located appioxlmately on the equa­
torial plate, iivideiice does not snow that all chromosomes 
o r i e n t i n g  o n  t h e  p l a t ©  d i v i d e  e q u a t i o n a l l y  a t  d i v i s i o n  I ,  
however, apjjarently those which do so divide, have been 
orieiited on the dilate, xlant E-1871, slide 12, Magx500, 
figure 83, i"our chrooioson^s associated hy tf/o's at 
anaphase I, She frequency of such associations is dis-
cuaaed in the text, ^lant E-1871, slide 45, Mag, x500, 
B'igure 84, Formation of 'three telophase I nuclei 
i n s tead of the expected two, due to mis orientation ox the 
chromosomes. Such groups uf chroiaosomes app.3reritly attempt 
a'second division, resulting in from three to six spores 
of varied siaes Sina shapes, xlant P-36-B, slide 28, Mag, 
x500. 
Figure 85, Another formation of telophase I  nuclei 
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sliowing two nuclei as exi.;ected plus one chromosome rais-
orlented arid lost, forming a small mieronuclei off to one 
side, ilant slide S6, x500, 
i igure 86. Restitution nucleus at eM of telOj-^kise 
I, nftierein the chromoaomes apparently failed in separation. 
Some of these restitution nuclei also appear to fail in 
division II, as some few la.rge momds are noted amoK? the 
quartets, iloat ij-36-B, slide SB, Mag, x500, 
figure 87, Off-center division at telophase I result­
ing in two nuclei close together, Somotiffles the cytoplasm 
is cut off with no chromatin visible within, This could 
result from such a division as sho'^n. -lant £-36-B, slide 
28, Mag. x500. 
Figure 88, Two more or less ©qaally sei-arated telo-
whace I nuclei with laggards, bridge, sind probably two or 
more resulting extra aicronuclei befoi'e end of division, 
ilote that the large nuclei have become coaderised, whereas 
the laggards are mnsynchrouisied, still compact anapims© 
chromosomes. At loast three chra mo somes here attempted 
equational division, - i -lant F-36-B, slide 28, Mag, 3e:500, 
Figure 89, Two bridges at telophase X, Two small 
fragments are associated with the bridges, i-lant I-36-B, 
slide 27, Mag. x500. 
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figure 90. 'Iwo more or less equally divided nuclei 
at tclojihase I wi'tii sir.igle bridge 'ana, fragme/it, xlant 
f-36-B, slide 27, Mag, x500, 
figure 91, Ttro unequal telophase I nuclei, plus one 
small micro nuclei and one fragment • ^rlant F-36-B, slide 6, 
Mag, x500. 
Figure 92, Three telophase nuclei, i-lus fragment, 
aie two nuclei at the top are apparently the result of fail­
ure of two grouips orienting in tnis direction, I'lant 
F-.36-B, sliae 6, Mag, x500. 
Figure 93, Many micro nuclei at telophase I, intima­
ting from the amount of chromatin present, tnis co.ull be 
a 3-2-2-1-1-1 type of separation, Diakiiiesis appears to 
be almost normal, but the cii it) mo somes not only fail to 
form til© metaphase I plate, "but sometises appiarently the 
spindle forBaation fails completely. From late diakinesis 
the oaiomosomes seem to go into telophase, when this 
happens, those in close association appear to fiise as telo­
phase nuclei, riant i-36-B, slide 3, Mag, icgOO, 
Figure 94. Telophase I .^ith two nuclei, one large, 
one small, wo oytokinesis, Bridge without fragment. 
This type of bridge formation is typical of the so-called 
"hoo.r glass" formation wherein the chromatin "was supposed 
to "flow" from one nucleus to the other, -lant I;-36-B, 
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slid© 3. Mag, x500. 
iigure 95. Anai^hase II laggard, ii^iuational division 
of lour chrorflosoiaes, Obseryation irxdicated that in the 
mcijorit^- of cases all the ehromosomes undergo equatioxml 
division at second division, xlant .b'-26-B, slide 6. Mag, 
x;500. 
figure 96, iiarly telophase II or late maphase II 
with many fragments, There are too manj fragments to be 
the result of crossing over, Sometiiing seems to have caused 
fragmentation of the ehroffiosoines, This phenomenon was noted 
only in a fe^?- cells, ilant P-35-B, slide 6, Mag, x500. 
I-'igure 97, ilnaphase I showing equational division of 
some chromosomes and several undivided laggards, riant 
F-36-.B, elide 5, Mag, x500, 
i; igure 96, iijuational division at anai^hase II with 
b r i d g e  C i u d  l a g g a r d s  p l u s  o n e  u n d i v i d e d  c h r o m o s o m e .  M o  
fragment observed, riant F-36-B, slide 5, Mag, x500, 
figure 99, ijquational separation at axjtaphase II with 
one undiviaed chromosome, riant i'-36-B, slide 5, Mag, 
x500, 
Figure 100, Anaphase II with three chromosomes under­
going equational division, each having bridge but no frag­
ments, riant P-36-B, slide 5, Mag. x500. 
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Figures 101 to 126 iBClusive are a eorajjarisoB of 
diploid and monoplcid maise meiosis, ^ cofri^lete descrip­
tion of arhloh, is given in tiie text of the material, The 
diploid diagrams were adapted from Sharp (1942), and ttie 
monoplold diagrams are based on information obtained .as 
a result of t ;:.iB study. Magnification ea, x500. 
Figure 101. Leptoteiie in diploid, 
Figure 102, ieptotene in monoploid, 
figtare 103, i-ygotene in diploid, showing synapsis, 
ligtir© 104, iiygoteii© in monoploid, synapsis pos­
sibly occurring, but not observed in this material, 
figure 105, rachytene in diploid, monoploid number 
of tetrsds, 
iigure 105, x-aehytene in mono.ploid, the two chroma­
tid strands clearly visible, 
figure 107, Biplotene in diploid showing separation 
of tetrads by ohiasma reiJUlsion forces. 
Figure 108, Biplotene in monoploici with character­
istic chiasma-formation, 
Figure 109, rdakinesia in diploid showing termin-
alizsition, the chromosomes being short, compact, with a 
heavy miatrix. 
Figure 110. Diakinesis in monoploid 7/lth ty.pioal 
chiasma. 
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figure 111. Metapiiase I in diploid siiowing the 
ehromosomes aligned on the equatorial plate, 
Figure 11S, Appro sciroa te metapiiase I in monoploid 
with part of the chromosomes aligned on the plate, 
i'-ig-ure 113, .iiaaj-hase I in diploid. 
Figure 114, iinaphase X in raonoploid showing one 
chromosoBie moving to one pole, and bivtilent moTing to op­
posite i^ole. 
Figure 115, Alternate possibility in anaphase I in 
monoploid showing bridge fonaytiori, 
li 'igure 116, Aaother possibility iu anaphase I in 
the laonoploifi showing formation of three telopiiase I 
nuclei, 
iigure 117, Telophase I in diploid with two daughter 
cells, each cell havir^g the full chromosome c arii-lemexit, 
i ' 'igure 118, Telophase I in monoploid showing two 
daughter cells resulting from 2-1 unequal separation, 
Figure 119, iToitiase II in diploid, 
Figure 120, prophase II in monoploid. 
Figure 121, iietaphase II in diploid. 
Figure 122, Metaphase II in monoploid, ^uite regular 
although less than ten ohroiEo^omeB appear in the daughter 
cells. 
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Pig-are 125, .Anaphase II in diploid Bliowing eqaation-
al diTision, 
i'igure 124. Anaphase II in monoploid. Most of tii® 
ehromosomes undergo eguatioiial division, 
i'igure 1£5, I'elopiiase II in di.ploid resulting in 
quartet of spores, each spore containing ten ehromosomes, 
Figure 126, Teloiihase II in mono,ploid, often resulting 
in quartet of spores, liaefe spore contains less tium ten 
chromosoaies. 
Jig are 127, Metaphase II in faonoploid showing more 
or less regular i-late forirv.:tion, riant H-1871, slide 56, 
¥iag, x500, 
Figure 128. Teloi^ihase II after unequal division of 
chromosomes and cytoplasm at division I, i'lant F-36-B, 
slide 27, Mag, 3c500, 
Figure 129, Bridge plus large mieronucleus or frag­
ment at telophase II, xiant P-36-B, slide 27, Mag, x500, 
figure 130, Bridge plus two fragments at telophase 
II, t F-36-B, slide 27, Mag. x500. 
Figure 131, Bridge plus laggard at telouhat-e II, 
Kot fragment, -lant slid© 5, M-^g, x500. 
Figure 122, Spores in aionoploid showing different 
numhers of nuclei prsBent, riant 2-74, slide 2, Mag, 
x§00 * 
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Figixre 133, Spores with smny micro nuclei, i-'larit 
F-74, slide E, Mag, 2,500. 
i 'igure 134, Spores with, varied nuinbers of micro-
nuclei, -^'lant .P-74, slide Z, Mag, x500, 
iigure 135, Triad of spores fomnd after telophase 
II, x'lant H-1871, slide 51, Mag, 2:500, 
figure 136, Dyad of spores found after teloiJliase 
II. i?-ach spore could contain ten ehromoscmes, riant 
ti-1871. Slide 51, x500. 
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Dli-^CufcJo X01» 
G-eaeral ."DiBcussioii 
ilie value of monoploms ia a breefi-iiiii progrtsin dej^'ends 
uyon several factors# Theae are the value of the jirogeny 
of thti moiioijloids as iiomoaygous dii/loidu, the r';i.te of oo-
currenoe and fertility of the morioi-loids, and tlie stability 
of their i-Toge/iie8• Althcagh a number of investigators 
have reiJorted the offsiiriaog of moaoj-loids of various species 
to be completely iiomozygous , fertile, 'wnd quite similar to 
the part he^io gene tic .t^arent, vary few actual detailed cyto-
logxoal or genetical studies have been made on the first 
generatioia homozygous diploids, or on later generations, 
for actiial proof of this statement. Sphere are several ways 
in which segregating gametes could be formed from supposedly 
hoffio^ygoas diploids derived directly from selfed monoploids. 
i'or example, it is quite possible that at least some of the 
functional eggs arise, not from diploid sectors such as 
give rise to the fertile sectors in the tassels, but as a 
result o£ aeiosis of a. iionoploid megasporocyte, 'therefore, 
formation of chiasms and exchange of parts within individual 
onromosomes or between non-homologues could result in eggs 
which contain chroiaosoiaos with a different struetm^al 
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arrangemeiit from the ijollea of the same moaoplold plant. 
••4lso, tiaere is the .t 'ossibility tiiftt the mutation rat© 
might he  increased due to the snonoploid c..nditioii« 
Bliikealee, Morrison and livery fl92f ) foimd over 3,0 i^er 
cent mtants la tfee of a rroaoi'loid , anS s, aaevBiat less 
in the Fg, indicating that mutations would be no more 
likely to occur in later generatioss than in the F^, How­
ever, these iilants were not examined cy tologically and no 
statement regarding tlieir structural heterozygosity can 
be- made, 
j-olyploid forms also occur in urogeny from haploids, 
Kostoff (1941) reported triploids in i^icotiana rustica. 
and Blakeslee (1929) reported trii-'loids iinii tetraploids 
I^^tura 3trai:ao.alu.ai, Some haploids occur in the j^rogeny 
of haploids; for exaoiple, Gatoheside (1932) rej.)ortea 14 
dii-lolds and one ha id o id in the progeny of a hai/loid 
Oenothera hiandina« However, in most cuses in the progeny 
of haploids, tho gygotlc number characteristic of the 
species is restored, some aneuiiloids also .aave 'been re-
pcrfcca, as by Anderson (1933), in the progeny of Oenothera 
franc i 8 can a. Such plants in the next generation would tend 
to i:roduce unlike gaietes, Therefore, w© see that there 
are a iiumber of ways wherein gametes differirig in structure 
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can be formed in the progeny of liaploids. 
One phase of the stud^j of derivatives of mis© aono-
ploids was undertaken to mte the possible oceu^renee of 
i^oint rautatiOiiS, polyploidy or aaeuploidy, the rate of re-
ocourrence of aonoi'loicis, and oytologic.::l evidence for 
structural h©terozygosity• If one is to note the occurrence 
of inversions, deletioiis, translocations, or diiplicaticiis, 
it would be of great value to n^ve data on how often these 
aberratiojis would be expected to occur in non-treated 
material in a randoraly chosen i)0i?alati0ii# Obviouslj/- this 
would vary with 'iiany c ciidi tioriS, hnt sane data on this sub­
ject woald be quite -asefal, 
Jo data were found on the rate of chromosomal aberra­
tions occurring spontaneously in maiae, but aome infonnation 
is given by Li (1948) on the rate of occurrence of chromo-
soiaal aberrations in x-rayed aalze plants, Li studied 408 
maize i>laats irradiated '.-/ith 2000-SE50 r units x-ray and 
found about 65 per cent of the plants from x-rayed pollen 
had aberrations in the following frequencies: transloca-
tioas, 68.3 per cent; inversions, 4.8 i>er cent; defi-
cienoies, 24..2 per cent; and others, 2.5 per cent. .He 
was of tiae opinion tiaiit these d;.ita on freque^Kiies of 
chromoBomal aberrations would tProw some li,-5ht on the 
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distribution of aberxstioas in chromoacme arms ana on the 
nature of structural caaagea in chromosomes, and tiie sig-
xiifieexic© oi tiicae eriaii. '. s in uature# Whether tliese 
aberratioiis would ooour in the same reli^ tive freqaeneies 
in .aormal uatreat-eci material is AouMfal. 1-ray treatment 
would be  more apt  fco resul t  in  t raas loeat lons ,  as  a>mn» 
Oar material seemed to indicate iriTeraions were ©ore apt 
to be .yreeeitt in uatrea-ted xiioaoijloicl terivetives. 
Li also f oiiiid that the deficient heterozygotes ap~ 
peared iiormal jJiienotyiiically, but tt. t geiier-'lly the 
deficiency did not inTOlve the loss of a long segment. 
He found tJaat non-pairing of homologous i-arts adjoining 
tiie deleted region was not "uncofrffloii. Terminal deletions 
were noted by morphologicul markers, Alt;hougii x-ray would 
Is<3 expected to result in a larger ijercenta.^© of transloca­
tions, li :)elie-vad that, by enance, deletions and inrersions 
should 00 oar in about equal numb or s, I'aere could b© raore 
deletions taan inversions in the Ion,'? chromosomes because 
the short chromosomes raove more easily in the nucleus, 
Eierefore, rejoining might occur more easily between two 
breaks in the arm of a short chroaioscme than in a longer 
chr omosome ,  
The quick rise in importance of hybrid corn produced 
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by crossing elite inbred lines has been one of the \fonders 
of our a.^e, 'She inbreds are obtained by successive genera­
tions of selfing, and the right coiabi3a;.>tions fo'ttnd for 
maxiffiiim adaptation arxd yield. If homozygous diploids from 
monoploifls are to rej.ilace inbreds aa source mate ial for 
future hybrids, a dependable method for piodaoing them in 
qumtity must oe assured. Also, the h-omozygous diploids 
must be shown to be ss good in agronomic characters and 
sombining ability as equivalent groups of inbreds, they 
must be relatively free of structural heterozygosity, and 
tfeey must not be unusually subject to deleterious mutation, 
Parallel of Meiosis in 
Interspecific Hybrids and Monoploids 
i.i striking parallel to the behavior of monoiJloids at 
meiosis can be found In the; behavior of certain species 
hybrids, iliompson (19E6) reported in some detail on the 
chromosome behavior in a cross bet¥/een wbsut and rye wherein 
univalents generally appeared at division I, Sometimes 
these univalents divided, but often tfeey did not, lo equa­
torial plate developed in the microsporooytes at division 
I and the chromosome groui^ stretclied out to the poles in 
an irregular manner with various numbers of chromosomes 
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per group# If biTalents did form, they divided and elon­
gated forming "bridges". Additional rmdei of varying 
size were formed at telophase I, ffhompson found some 
pairin^j at early .proiJimse I, At iaetai.'fias® II he fownd 
a more or less rfgular aM definite equatorial plate and 
lagging ehromosoiaes at anaphase II. Most of the ohroiao-
soiaes separated eqaaticnally at tivisiou, II. Stoe extra 
nuclei divided at division II arid therefore many nuclei 
and micronuelei were formed by the end of teloj/tese II, 
i'Jae young pollen s.hovfed signs of abortion, Thus aeiosis 
in a species hybrid does reserftble closely that in a 
mo aoploid. 
As many species h,ybrids can be made quite fertile aad 
Bormal by floubling the chromosome eomplement, they are in 
this respect also equivalent tc the ha.jloid, further in-
fomstion on tbis similarity is given by Sax ana Sax (1924), 
who fount univalents in Aegiiops x Iritioum hybrids, Hiese 
u.:.ivalents did aot divide t diTisioxi 1, >il3o, Collins and 
llaan (19S3} sho?/ed that the species hybria, Crepis capil-
larisi (nsS) x ^ aetoaa (n-4) gave seven univalents that 
did not pair and passed undivided to the poles at division 
I. If the meiotic behavior of such hybrids can be ©hanged 
by the simple process of doubling so that they produo® 
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abundant seed, we s ho a Id-not be surprised tliat the sam© 
eaa be done •/itfa fflonoivlolds. 
H.omologoi3S vs, fioa-iiomologotis xairiBg 
Generally in pachytene of meiosis in a noriaal diploid 
we find the chroHiosomeB associstea. as paired hcsnologs, ITae 
two exceptions are the spindle fiber attnehment rej^ion and 
the teohs, both of which seem to haT© a certain stickiness 
so that iion^-hoBiologous knobs and fiber attachments may be 
associated, Qiis stickiness is not considered as eridenc© 
for homology, and the sssocistioa floes not continue into 
diakinesis, MeCliatock (1933) gires evidence for non­
homologous association of parts of chromoSOTies from mono-
ploifis, diploids, monosomies, trisomies, and plants with 
deficiencies, inrersions, translocations, ring-shaped 
chrofflOSOiHes, and from "asynaptic" plants and plants with 
B-type cu. rcHiosomes, iiellogg (193?) gi-res additional evi­
dence of abnormal associations in B-type chromosomes, 
caationin:^ that we isnow little of these B-chromosomes md 
any interpretstion in regard to their homologies should be 
m&de with r^iseryf'tionfu McClintock does show thers is 
occasional rion-hoiaologons association of the chromosomes 
at pachytene, this pairing beic^ as intimate as that befrvireen 
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homologous iiarts, 
lammerts (1934) gifes evideuce for iioa-homologous 
|)airiag from foldl3aclcs nad terminally jjaired iiarts in 
haploid fiicotiaiia, 
Li (1948) foimd syaaptic feehavior w-^-s affected by 
deletioiia, slid lag and Lon-homologons i^airiag. Sliding 
and non-homologoms pairimj wer© explained "by tlie time 
factor# ihat is, if a region of tlit? homologous portion 
started to syns-pse earlier tliaa another region, or if a 
region close to the csntromere begifis the process, then 
synapsis might he expected to "'O beyond the exact point of 
the inversion-treafe. He found ten jper cent of all cells 
showed some non-homologous pairing, Morris (1951) found 
pachytene oonfigurations of inversions sometimes gaire the 
expected loops. In other cells, tlie chromosomes in the 
inverted regions paired loosely and non-homologously, 
loia-bomologoiis • palriaag has great theoretical interest. 
!lhe classical theory of synaj^siB is that pairing ocours 
ljet?/een homologous parts of homologo"as ohroffi,osomes, ffhus 
in interspecific or intergeneric iiyhrids, pairing has teen 
taken to he evidence ox homology. 
She occurrence of foldhacks in the com monoploid 
supports the Tieif that there is strong tendency for the 
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chromosomes to pair. repeated observstion of fold-
backs inTolviit? large ijortions of chromosome 9 in the corn 
monoploid could indicate large tojjlicatioia region. 
iVhetlifcr the ^jairiAg bet??e0ii ii on-homo logs ic the iiioBoi^loia 
was actually rioa-liomologoas pairi.o.g, or i^airiiig of iiomolo-
gous sec tic lis in non-homologous ciii'offiosoaes, could Bot be 
dfitezmined#- l^oix-matolling of ohraaomeres was observed. 
In favora.ble material up to ten i^r cent of paired non-
homologs were observed. This estimate includes only clearly 
distinguishable paire, hence it is i-rob^-'bly rairiimal. 
Crossing Over in Monoploids 
ii chiasma is generally accei^ted by cytologists as proof 
that a crossoTer has occarred, Sierefore, presexjce of a 
cliiasiBa la a morioi^loid would be very good evidence not only 
of close association, but also of an actual exctian^e of 
parts between tbe chromosomes. If we accept the ©videnc® 
for rton-hoaiologous pairinj?', the question remaias ?/h@ther 
the i^airing is intimate enoagh to give rise to trae chias-
imta« levan (1942| in. Secale cereal© believes thut some 
of the terminal assoeiatiorjs found at diakinesis resulted 
from chiasmata, but he had no eviden;;e to offer -s to 
whether there was a definite .pattern in pairing. He foiaad 
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several plants wiiicii had a bigli fr#t«-eacy of ehiasma-
fonaatioii, geaeraliy about 50 to 80 i-;©r cent of th,® 
ohromoBOffi© parts paired, h&t'm proposed tatit; if xion-
feomologoas pairiii.g did result in chiasmata, thea the 
haploid gemotj?pe reacted the same as the diploid, and 
the "bivaleats would be of tlae sarne type as ia the diploid, 
althom^ tlie iioiater of cliiasmata would differ aa th® -ohi-
ASFFIA-forrflitt3 II^eaanism WSB sometimes suppressed, 
Haldane (1931) showed that the chiasaata in a diploid 
are aot distributed aoeoraiA::; to the -^oisaon di strife ati on, 
since ohiasma ia one pl'^ee interfere spith the formati-jn of 
adjacent chiasnia, LeTSia fotmd different hai;;loids beh.^ved 
differently in regard, to fittioji eithf-'r the poissoii or 
•binomial distrl'ba.tion, Ee did not answer the question 
whether aon-homologons pairing prod«.ees chiasma, 
Pordensiiiold {1939) reports a few bivalents present at 
laetaphase I in haploid rje and states tn.ejr appearec to haTe 
Oiiiasa^ta, Lammerts (1934) states noa-hoaologous pairing 
cotild glT0 rise to ehiasinat^i, if rarely. The aum'ber of 
ehiasmata observed seems to indicate that non-homologoms 
pairing may he the cans© of formation of some ohiasmata, 
ft'hen two ohroaosoiiss which are not homologous come close 
tO-^et'iier in tha nacleas, the inherent tendency to pair 
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exprossos itself in rion^homologous pairing ajod ehiasma-
formation, Oliio,(l9S4) in trii,aoia idcotiana, fomd the 
ends of chrofcosomcs, tiie pycxiotic bodies (knobs a ad large 
ebromomeres), and tiie s-inale fiber attociiiiient were the 
primary sources of attraction and that pairing tiisn eon-
tiiiued from feese points# ^Tiiua in the haiaoid, the s,pii;:idl0 
fiber attaeliiaent aM .imobs coxilci be the initial regxoxiS of 
pairing even thou^^ iion^homologous• 
Thus we hRT© t.to questions, (l) Are the ohlasapta 
really present in the monoploids? (2) If the chifismata 
are present, then is this pairing between homologous or 
non-homologous parts of el'iroraos cm.es? 
MeClintock (1933) states that the "'blvaieats" at meta-
phase I in monoploid maise may represent actual homologous 
asaoQiations as a result of flupllcetion witnin the monoploid 
QOffiideiaent, tout thi^t one could assume that "biTaieats" re­
sult from trmislocations throac^h cross lag over between non­
homologous parts preTiously associated, as it is Icriown that 
non-homologous assooi&tion is frequent at pachytene. She 
believes that sporocytes mfith taa univalents plus a frag­
ment can he explained hj trenslocetioris resulting from 
association of non-homologous i-arts of chroiaosomes anfl 
subsequent crossir^g over* This is the argtuaent that 
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modified eiiromosomes will appear in the progenj of mono-
Ploids. If we know the tjije of aon-hooiologous association 
to Qxpcjct, w© can, to some extent, izrrediet the kinJ, of 
moiification to exiJeet. Lammerts also lielieves that frag-
ments may fee explaiaed hj assamiag crossIIH over la non­
homologous iDaired segments and foldbacks. 
Secondary Association ia aloaoploids 
iieilbora {1936) discusses tne literature on secondary 
associatioii. fie sa-js tais phenomeaon is not "secoridar;^ 
assoGii^tioa" at ...11, "but a prima.rj associ ^.-tioa aad a gexieral 
property of all cliromosomes* 'laat it should be called 
"association of chroiaosomes", as it is not a particulate 
attraction or pairiitf; between hoiaologotts i.arts of chromo­
so m e s ,  b u t  i s  i n d u c e d  t h r o u g h  i ^ o l a r i t y  o f  t h e  n u c l e i .  T o  
strengthen his argument he observes thst chromosomes of 
equal size ajjpe&r to be associated at pro .phase and laeta-
IJhase. i:>uch chroiaoscm® ?iould have the same strength of 
attraction due to their equal size# ffiie associated chro­
mosomes have a tendency to lie i.-aralifci but have no physical 
connection, therefore, throus;^ this process of sorting, 
the chrOi'fi0somes are kept together, and if homologous 
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G&roaioscraes are present, they should be associated, also. 
H© warns agai m t iisiBg this term "sec oMary association" 
in oormectioii with polyi-loity, 
Bi,|jloici. fissu© iB Moiioploids 
i.vidence for chromosome aoublia^ was noted in root 
tips of maise monoploids, bmt m determinations were apd© 
on rste of oGciirreae©, 'Ihis seoaed to vary considerably 
from plant to plant. Also, occasional di,yloid cells noted 
in laicrosporogeneais give support to the hypothesis that 
some of the fvimtional megaspores also might have arisen 
from diploid tissue. Ruttle (1928) made a study of diploid 
tissue in root cells of hayluifl Piootiana, rtebber (1933) 
also reported diploid tissue in hai.-loid ^ p:latiaosa. and 
Levaja (194E) fotaad diploid and tetraploid scsnatic tissue 
in haploid rye. Sometimes a rather large percentage of 
diploiii tissue was fo'ond in the cionoploid corn roots, and 
it would he iziterestim to check such plants from week to 
week to determine if the percentage of dii-loid tissue re­
mained the same, increased or decreased as the plant laatared, 
or if the diploid tissue coald possibly replace the laonoploid 
root tissue. 
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Monoploid Deriwfcives 
On© objective of tais study was the cytologieal 
exarriination of ftomoaygo-uB di.^loids crossed outo the single 
cross hybrid IS05/L289, tlien to oomiJare tiiess findiiif^s with 
fifldlr^^s obtained from a similar examination of eoraparatle 
inlsreds crossed oiito the same tester. 
ikfter studyiiig 58 urogenies consistirjg of 5§5 
plants from homozygous diploids crossed onto I205/LS89, it 
was eonoladed the progenies were vigorous, regular, uniform, 
and in all respects .normal, A siiall percentage of tiie 
showed i-ollea sterility, but no struotural aberrations were 
obserTed. 
Hie ©xamination of IB progenies consisting of 118 
plaxits from inbreds crossed onto I205/L289 gave normal 
iiollen, normal aiicrosi^orooytes, and normal iJlax/t .pli©notyi:«s 
•f/ith the exception of three plants showing 50 .per cent i-^ol-
Itm sterility and also liavini^ structural aberrations# 
A eomijarison of tiie above resialts of cytologieal study 
of W^, Pl«3iits from the .homozygous diploids and inbreds crossed 
onto t:h© tester stock I205/L289 stiowed that both crosses had 
quite stable meeaanisras for the produetion of noraial pollen. 
"but that alsnormal polloa does appesir oceasionallj in a 
plant or ijrogeny of b oth .homoz ,Yr;ous diploid lines o.na. in­
bred lines, but in about the sme low frequency in each, 
iVhereas no general conclusions can. be drawn from such, a 
rel&tively Biaaii study, jet IcdicntioiiS are th^t the liomo-
zygous diploids hare no more struetur^l het-, roaygosity, no 
more pollen sterility, or no higiier mutation rate than the 
Iribreds, lienee in t.lieee resp..cta wald be just «s satis­
factory in a breeding pmgram. 
Miscellaneous crosses iiiTolTing monooloids as male 
and feiaale jjarents together with normal dit-loidB snowed 
Tery little liollen sterility or cytological irrepjalarity, 
One monoi-'loid derlvatiTe, 49-BlS, from cross of R65 x "I" 
appeared to be segregating for dwarfness and high pollen 
sterility. Gytologioal study showed bridges, laggards, 
rion-synchronization of meiotie stJiges, and a i-'ossibl© 
deletion in the long arm of chroinosom© E, Howeyer, it was 
not possible to determine if these aberrations csm.e from 
the rnonoploid paraat, the di.fc;loid parent, or had arisen 
during or immediately after fertilisation. 
five moiioploicts aype&red in the 1171 plants reaching 
maturity, an incidence of 1:234,2 in stocJcs arising from 
rnonoploids -as one or both parents. 
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Morioijloicis 
Monoijloid meiosis was studied carefall^ in some fifty 
plants and details of Irregularities rjoted in relation to 
ehiasma-formatiori, biTalents, fiomologoas vs* iiori-lio nologous 
pairiiig, pachytene configurations, sc-'coudary association, 
and irregtalar s^-ores. zygotene niS. umh-^teue straiids were 
obser'?#d to be doable, i'oldbaeks and pairing Isetween two 
Goa-homologous chromosomes were ated and discussed. 
Bridges, fragments, biyalents and chiasmata were noted and 
discussed. 
What is the eorrel?? tion hetween eytological observa­
tions on the monoploid eompared to the resultant fiomogygous 
dii-loid? iroba^ly moat viable monoploid j^^ollea arises 
from diploid sectors, bat ^ossiWy viable eggs miay arise 
from moiioploia tissue. If so, and if true crossing over 
does occur, thea the homozygous diploids may not be eom-
pletely homozygous. However, data presented in this study 
indicate that if this occurs, th.© incidence is quite low. 
Hence, the hoffiozygous diploids are no doubt as homozygous 
as inbreds, and no more subject to structural heterozygosity. 
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Table £3. Occurrence of haplolds in various 
genera as noted in the literature. 
Maploid loted by Date 
Triticum monocoecum ChiEaki 1933,34 
T, Bioriococcum Mhara 1940 
T, monococcuiB Kihara & llatayaina 1932,33 
T, monocoecum Smith, L, 1936,46 
!!?• monoeoccum JCatayama 1934,35 
T» compa.otum Saines & Ms© 1926 
1?, durian Kihara 1936 
T, durum Vasilyev 1936 
I. durum Yefeikin & Vasilyev 1935 
1\ vulgar® Raw 1937 
T. vulgar© lamasaki 1934,36 
Tt vulgar 0 Yamamoto 1936 
f. vulgare fiaaiikawa & Kawakami 1934 
2?. turgidum laiajima 1935 
Trit icum sp. ia-islinaswamy 1939 
Tritioum sp. Kos toff 1926,etc 
Triticum sp. Munt z ing 1937 
friticum sp. Sears 1948 
Aegilops ovata 
Aegilops sp. 
Matsumura 1940 
ilatayama 1935 
Siootiaaa Tabacum Clausen & Lanmerts 1929 
B, Tabacum Clausen & Maim 1924 
H, Tabaoum McCray 
irrakken 
1932 
I, Tabacum 1942 
B, labaoum Hachuturon 1937 
I • l-abacuxB Buttle 1928 
S , Tabacuji Lammerts 1934 
I, glutinosa Good speed ^ Avery 1929 
B, glutinosa Handscliiegl 1930 
1, glutinosa Webber 1933 
I. glutinosa Cooper 1943 
II, purpurea Chifiiiaa & Good speed 1927 
M. sylvestris ^os toff Wi I, rustioa Ivanov 1938 
licotiana sp , Kliristov 1930 
flicotiana sp ,  Kendall 1930 
Micotiana sp. Kostoff 1941 
Sable 23 continued. 
Haploid loted by Date 
fiicotiana sp ,  -toToloehfeo 1937 
iiicotiana sp. •i'ernovsky 1956 
i>licotiajQa sp. JLoSto ff 1929 
Oenothera LamarckIana Bavi B 1931 
0, fraaciscaiia Davis & Kulkarni 1930 
0, frariclscana Jjiaersoii, S, 1929 
Oenothera ap. Cateh eside 193E 
Oenothera sp. Gates & Goodwin 19S0 
Oenothera Bp. Haberlandt 1921,etc 
Oenotli era sp , Stomps 1930,31 
Oenothera sp, Leliyeld 1932 
Oryza sativa i&iang 1951 
0, sativa Morinaga & Fulcushima 1931,34 
0, satiTa fiamiah, etc. 1933,34 
0, satira Ichi jima 1934 
Gossypium sp. Beasley 1942 
Gossypiuai sp, Webber 1936 
Gossyijium sp. SkoTsted 1934 
Gossypium sp, Harland 1936 
Solantm tuljerosuia Munt z ing 1937 
S, tuberosiiiB Ivaaovska^a « 
Lycopersicon esculeiuttam Humplirey 1934 
L, eseulenttriE Morrisoa 1933 
L. esoulentm Lindstrom & ^oos 1929,31 
Crepis tectorum Geraasimora 1935 
C, capillaris Hollingshead 1928,30 
Datura sp. Belling & Blakesl@e 1920,etc, 
Datura sp, Satina & Blakeslee 1937 
Secaie cereal® L eraa 1942 
S, cereal© Hasegawa 1934 
S, cereal0 Sordenskiold 1939 
Hordeum vulgare Johansen 1934 
H, distiohuffi lomentorp 1939 
Cai^sicam aanuum Christ©nsen & Bamford 1943 
Lilium sp. Cooper -
Lirium sp. Kappert 1933 
ihletim prat ens© Hunt 2 ing 1937 
X', prate use Leyan 1941 
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SalDle 23 contiaued.. 
Haijloid fioted by Date 
iotentilla sp. Munt 1928 
Vicia sativa Bleier 1929 
iipipactis latifolia Hagerup 1945 
^ © St Chase 1947,©tc 
i:.« mays Stadler 1949 
i' • Dsays Kaiidolph 1932,39 
S, mays Rhoades -
Z. mays ifiinset 1942 
S, mays I'ortuno 1948 
JSichlaena mexicana Collias & Kepton 1916 
Digitalis mertonensis Buxton si Darlington 1932 
iintirrhintim ma;|ms iSrnst 1940 
Godetia ihitneyi Hakansson 1940 
Gragaria Tirginiana Iclii Jima 1930 
iichizopliylium commune i£aiep 1928 
Ipilobium hirsutum XiSGh 1941 
i'oa serotina iiiellaader 1935 
Matthiola sp. Lesley & frost 1928 
Spirogyra sp. Mack el 1928 
Ulothrix sp. Mackel 1928 
Sprolegziia mixta Mack el 1928 
Brassiea napella Morinaga k Fukashima 1933 
Thaliotram purpurascens Overton 1904 
iortulaea grandiflora Ofeara 1933 
Brassiea sp« i^oguciii 1928 
Urediaea sp. Bosenberg 1930 
¥aaelieria hamata Wettstein 1920 
lopmoea sp» •S^atayama 1935 
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Table £4, The formstioxi of bivaients in meiosis 
of various hai>loid plants as reiiorted 
in the literat'ure. 
liaploid Heported ty Bivalent 
2rit iciun 
'i 'ritioum 
Sritieua 
Triticum 
Triticiim 
I'ritieum 
Triticum 
Miootiana 
Micotiaaa 
itlicotiana 
iiiicotiaBa 
lUcotiaaa 
Smith, 1946 
£r i sh n aswamy, 
1939 
Xihara, 1936 
iCatayaraa, 193S 
Gaines & las®, 
1926 
Chizaki, 193E 
^ihara k ^ta-
yama, 1932 
K-ostoff, 1941 
-raiiien, 1942 
fiaclmturov, 1937 
MeCray, 1932 
Clausen & Mann, 
19B4 
Occasional bivalent. 
Op to 9 i^air, "but the 
majority of cells had 
no association. Only 
,4 per cent had over 
four pair. 
Up to 3 pair per cell. 
Occasional bivalent, 
Rarely raoro than one 
pair, 
Ghroraosomes tended to 
conjugate at both acids, 
,02 bivalents per cell. 
,35 or lass bivalents 
per cell, 
,625 average number of 
bivalents per cell, 
Mone to twelve bivalents 
per cell, 
lo bivalents, 
24 Short univalents 
at diakinesia. 
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Table 24 ' c otitiriued. 
H aploid Kepo rfc ed by Bival ent 
fiieotiaiia 
I ic ot iaaa 
Ixeotiana 
Bicotiana 
lliootiana 
iiegilops 
-LXper ii igTXim 
Oeuo tiiera 
Oeno thtix a 
Oenothera 
Batiira 
Lananerts, 19S4 
Ciiipman, Hayes & 
Soodspeed, 1927 
Clausen & Lam-
merts, 1929 
Hachuturoy, 1937 
Chipmaaa & Good-
speed, 1927 
Matsumura, 1940 
Christeasea & 
Bajoford, 194S 
Catciieside, 19S2 
Bleier, 19SS 
Moore & KuHcami, 
1930 
Belling & Blakes-
lee, 1926, 27 
.19, .43, and 1.44 
Mvalents per cell. 
Considered them as 
"fixation products", 
Ho Gvideace of biyalents 
at dialtinesis or sooner, 
"Bivaloiits" at meta-
phas© I probably purely 
meohaaieal. 
24 univalents at 
diakiriesis, Ho 
bi Talents. 
fiumber of bivalents 
but could have been due 
to crowding. 
&0tiling of bivalents. 
3 bivalents maximum 
per cell. 
All stages of 
bivalents, 
,21 bivalents per cell, 
a few bivalents up to 
.12 per cell. 
lo pairing. 
fio pairirig, 
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rable 24 continued. 
Haploid Heported by Bivalent 
Lyco perslcon Lindstrom ie ^oos 2 or more chromo­
somes may be held 
together by short 
strands. 
Lyeopersicoa .Htu»i>]irey, 1934 Hothing of 'bivalents. 
Secale cereale iterwa^ 194E 20 per oerit of cells 
had one /biTal ent. 
Over 3 per cent of 
cells liad 2 bivalents 
Secale cereal9 aordenskiold 3 ..,,er cent had on© 
bivalent. 
Grepis ilolliagshead, 1930 iio pairii^. 
£ea mays Randolpb, Univalents, 
Oryza iLatayaraa, 1925 Chiasmata, 
i 'iiarbi ti s iCatayama, 1935 Chiasmata, 
Godetia JK.atay ma, 1935 Chiasmata, 
Hordeum I'oraetorp, 1935 Chiasmata, 
1B8 
iTalil© S.5, A brief comMarison of meiosis in hai)loi(is 
from several different geiiera as rioted in 
the literature. 
I'escriptiori of meiotic division I 
lieotiana. Irregular, Mo pairing at diakinesis. M o  meta~ 
phase plate, fio regular anapttase division, 
^recoeious division of univalents. Some bi-
valents. Laggards, fragments, secondary 
as so ciation, 
J^rly prophase fine filaments. Single, Bo 
homologous pairing. Some metaphase plates. 
Some eqiiational separation, 12-0 noted in 
some cells, lot deteiinined if spindle fibers 
preeerit. Short straight chromosome rods at 
anaphase and diakinesis, Whole chromosomBS 
move at r-indom at anaphase, 
fio pairiiig. Tendency for chrososcxnes to join 
loosely ©nds, irro^xilc^r distribution, 
6,5 per cent bivalents. Generally no metaphase 
plat©. Generally two nuclei formed. Sometimes 
equational separation if univalents arraage on 
equatorial juiate. 
Irregular distribution. I^o gerjeral "pairing", 
Metaphase more or less on s,;;indie, Ohiasmata 
random, Bivalents, raeiiytene doable, som© 
single, xac'riytene tangled, hard to study. So 
precocious division of uaivaler^ts, l%o ehromo-
scmes regularly attached ©nd to end at metaphase, 
iycoijersicon, no doubleness, fragments, univalents. Bi­
polar spindle, rarely multipolar, ilo meta.iiiase 
plat©, S.andom distribution of chromosoiaes. 
Mo regular int erkix^esi s, Only bivalents form 
on metaphase .plate. Univalents scattered and 
pass irregularly to poles, 
Crepis, Univalerits, Ho equational division, Bandom 
segregation of iiriivalents. Sometimes metaphase 
Datura, 
iri ticum. 
Oenotaera, 
1S9 
Table S5 c o 111 itm ed, 
iiecale. 
Hordeum# 
plat© present. Generally spindle fibers 
pres6iit» Restitution ntielei. Telophase 
viaries from noraial. Sometimes division of 
univalents at diakinesis, 
ife-s' bivalents. Rod shaped chroinosomes noted 
having chiasmata# Some equatioxial division. 
Bridges at anaphase, Soraetimes more than two 
poles, fio regular metaphase plate. Some 
eqaational division, lon-hoaologous pairing, 
Chiasraata, bivaleats, trivaleuts, ,33 cliias-
mata per cell noted. 
z^0a. Univalents, 
Description of meiotie division II 
licotiana. 
Datura, 
Generally irregular, J'ejnale very sterile, 
SecoMary association. Some vi able i;ollen, 
fragments aiid laggards more frequent than in 
division I. Karely giant spindl© gives pollen 
g r ai ns wi th full ha pi o id set,. 
Good pollen formed two at a time, 12 per cent 
of total pollen good. lour microspores are 
two equal and small, and two equal and large, 
iiiuaticnal division. 
•rriticuffi. Some giant pollen peculiar to wheat. Some 
equational division, Laggards, Sometimes 
regular anaphase, -'oilen with fall haploid 
set sometimes formed, Micronuclei in quartets, 
Oeaotae^ra, Good pollen formed two at a time. lormal 
division except the number of ctrro,T.osomes 
varies. Sometimes three s,.jin(31es per cell. 
130 
I'able 25 oontiaued. 
Lyco^ersicon. Bo int orkinesis. flo metaphase ylat©. 
Univalents sei->ar.;.te at raadom. Little 
fuijc tio£j.al .yollea. Some eqoatioiial divi­
sion with 1 to 6 cells fonaed. Some normal 
pollen from dyads, 
Creiiis, Dyads most often formed, oooie triads, 
tetrads, and raonads, toll en rarely viable, 
Bivisioa II rarely occurs. 
Secale, Metajtihase chroroosomes easy to count# 
ilaafihase quite regular. If division II 
fails, then dyads are forn»d. Tetrads 
degenerate, Bipe aatliers do not dehisce, 
pollen grains. Bo seed formed, 
H -ordeum, Bridges, no fra-gments at aaajjhase. Monads, 
dyads, tetriids noted, Double ai^ct siii^jle 
criromatida noted. ¥ery irrcgilar division. 
Some equational division, Micronuclei conmon 
in .fciollea. 
^ea. iio definite data, lattle v ;a'ble pollen. 
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Table 26, IVidence in regard, to aon-homologoua 
pairing in haploids, etc, at notet 
in the literature. 
i'lant lioted by Remarks 
Oenothera SP. Bleier, 1933 pairing at prophase. 
Trit icuffi 
laonoeoceum 
monococcum 
f. fflorxocoGGUia 
Oryza, stiva 
Kihara & Kata-
yjama, 1935 
iiatayama, 1935 
iCostoff, 1938 
ririaga & Ftiltu-
8hima, 1934 
imtirrhinuiB sp, i-rnst, 1939 
ilea mays 
Secale cereal® 
2.ea .mays 
MeClintoclc, 
1933 
iamm, 1936 
lellogg, 1937 
3o zygotene pairing • End 
to end i^airing at dia.kine-
ais, asstimed no connection 
with homology. 
ii&me as above. 
Sad to end pairing due to 
con^ugatioxi of hetero-
Ghromatin ends, 
iic tares sno w r esi dual 
pal ririg, 
Hather ccEii-lete pairing 
in some instaiices. 
Ion-homologous pairing 
noted in hai^loids, tri­
somies, etc. 
Regular pairing, begin­
ning at ends, 
B Cfiroiiiosomes paired 
non-homologously. 
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Chromosome Identification 
In studyiiig otaroiBosomal aberratioxis it is necessary 
to identify the individual chromosomes iiivolvc-fl fey s. s tiidy 
of their morphology in ipachytene configurations. Long ley 
(1939) has reported in detail on the mor,.hology of maize 
chromosoiaes studied in 74 Tarieti&s from the united St-stes 
and Mexico# He showed that the frequency of a knot) is a 
function of tne distance of a knoh-fomiiig point from the 
fiber attachment, Longley proposed that there were 18 
points on the chromosomes v?ith ability to organize knobs, 
and he Jistea these knob-foriiiir^ points in his table 11, 
iongley's table 11 is incorporated into table 26, i'hese 
points are constant in position and always present on the 
chromosomes of all corn plants, but they are risible only 
wh en th ey b e c om e kao b s, 
Longley presented detailed data to show th-t the 
fenobs on the kiiob-be^riring regions do not occur with equal 
frequency and that the knob frequency increases as the 
distance of the knob-forming i^oint from the end of the 
knobless region (or less directly froai the fiber attach­
ment) increases, until a certain position on the thread 
is reached, beyond '.fhich the frequency of a teob at a 
knob-foradng position decreases. This position will form 
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lable 27, Agreement between observed ma calculated 
frequencies in per c eat ages of .kr.obs in 
corn.®' 
];lo.^ Arm Observed Order Calculated Order Siiesis® 
frequency frequeaey 
9 S 89,3 1 99,6 1 * 
5 L 68,8 2 90,2 5 
7 L 63,2 3 95,4 2 
4 L 62,7 4 93,2 3 
6a L 60,5 5 90,2 4 * 
E L 58,8 6 83.9 9 * 
8b I. 57,9 7 85,4 7 * 
3 L 54,0 8 58,9 10 
6b L 45.3 9 86,7 6 
£ S 44,9 10 85,2 8 
I  S 39,4 11 56,7 11 
1 L 24,9 12 51,4 12 * 
8a 1 23,5 13 48,6 13 
9 L 22,2 14 38,0 14 
3 S 14,7 15 15,6 16 
60 L 13,9 16 18,0 15 
4 S 7.4 17 6,1 17 
7 S ,6 18 ,4 18 
a from Longlejr's table 11, IJ. 487, J. Af»r, Res, 
59: 1939, 
b Oh romo so m e niamfe e r, 
o. iCiiobs present in thesis material as described. 
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a knot with greater frequency than a -oint nearer or far­
ther from the spindle fiber attachment region, providing 
a knob-forming i^oint exists, Eis study also showed that 
knob-forming i^-oints differ in their ability to form knobs 
and that the differexjce in kxah frequency was related to 
position differeiiees on the chromosonie threads of each knob-
forming i^oint. Agreement found bet^/een observed and cal­
culated knob frequencies baaed on iiosition, as shown in 
table 26, led to the conclusion that knob frequencies and 
knob positions ai-e correlated, Ifcus fiis data sho-ved tiiat 
the ability ox a kaob-formin^^ _t;oint to form a k,,Lub .sas 
related to its distanee fi-om the B^iiidle fiber attachment 
and therefore each chroaiosome arm ijossessed a gradient, 
Itiis gradient aoswQed to &e equal in all CiiromosocB 
arms at the fiber attachment and increases to vard the end 
of the ana, as measured by knob formation, until a point 
is reached where a iaiob-foming point will form, a knob most 
frequently, after which it decreases. So it sewied reason­
able tu coucludo t;:.cit no two knob-bearing points were at 
positions having equal jjower to form knobs, and that the 
slight differences in i-'osition of tue knob-fcrmiag j^joints, 
when transformed into a difference in gradient along the 
chromosome thread, accoiinted for the observed differences 
in knob frequency. 
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Because of the great imjjortaiice of the centromere 
and knobs in identification of cnro mo somas, and because 
in a study involving chromosomal aberrations in com it 
is important to identify the ciiro.Tiosomes involved, it was 
found us ef ul 10 t h oh x o i^ lo s i r oiri h o & to c^s b ©x 
s t u d i e d ,  ( S e e  f i g u r e  9 ) ,  
xlajTit 5-9-6 had eight knobs wliich were located as 
follows. The knob on the snort arm of chrorEosom© 9 was 
present, together with a heavy feeteroohromatic region on 
either side ol the spindle fiber attachment arid a light 
staii-ing jyortioii at the end of tae lon-r arm. Chromosome 
6 had the expectect tnree small satellites on the snort 
arm, but only one small .knob nearest the end of tho long 
arm, instead of the usual tvs'u or ..ossibly throe knobs. 
Chromosome 8 had the expected large knob in the 
second position from the ei..d, but also had the less fre­
quent smaller knob closer to?/ards the end of tlie long arm. 
Chromosome 8 also h^-ft a region of dark chroraomeres on either 
side of the spiiidle fiber attachment, with generally a 
distinct; small cnromomere at the end of the saort am, 
Onromosome 7 had the small knob on the Ion;? arm and also 
the comparativif;y rare teiroinal icnob on the Siiort arm, 
ffcis terniinal knob on the snort arm appears in less than 
one p r cezit of trie stocks, Onrariosome 7 also had the 
I'JG 
characteristic dark 'blob of heteroehromatin next to the 
Siiiridle fiber oa the long arm# 
Cnrofiiosome 2 had the expected Sfnali knob on the- long 
arm, 'but lacJied the ciirorTiOmeres geii-rallj? fo'uni on the 
distal iiortiofi oi: the short arta, Caromoeome 1 had the 
Small distinct inob in the lon,A arra, but lacked t. 'e kf.-.o'b 
almost ecnially to be exjjected in the short arm# However, 
this region in the short arm of caroraosorae 1, where the 
knob would have lioen, was slightly hoterochromatie* The 
heterochromatlo region nest to the swindle fiber attachment 
in the short s.rm o.^' chraaoscrae 1 was i^resent. 
Chromosome 4 did not have the generally i^resent knob 
in the long arm, nor the less freqiient knob in the short 
arm, but the distal end oi" both the long .and Si:ort arma 
had a region :jf distinct heavy chromomeres, This region 
in the long arm was larger and heavier than in the s'-ort 
arm. Ciiro:«osomo 3 did not hsive any knobs, but did have a 
heavy heterochromatic region next to the spiMle fiber 
attachment in tiin loa^^ ann, tind gronu of cnroraomerea 
in about the region where tne knob would nave been in 
the long arm. Si® short arm of ceroeiosorae 3 had no dis-
tinguisiiing characteristics except th. t it was free of 
knob or cnro-sioraeres. 
Chro'j.osome 5 did not have the expected knob in the 
long arm, 'but instead there was a region of fine ehromo-
meres, 3ae keayy heterocaromatic regioii on either side 
of five ,?ss quite cbaraoteristic, as were the fine ehromo 
meres at the end oi the short arm, 
Chroffiosorae 10 was quite similar to ex^i^ected, ,ao 
knobs, tnick heterocr-romatic tai^erirg la the erid'Of the 
sr-ort arm, end thixiD.er aad tap^/ring in the long arm. 
Maps of these c.::ro;r;osoines as described is -/resented to­
gether with raa- cf the Ysrioas Mossibl^.? Ir^ob aB.d hotero-
chromatie regions as fig ..ires 9 and 10. In addition, 
p h o t o s ,  1  t o  8  i n c l u s i v e  a r e  j - . r e s e r ^ t c d  t o  s n o v . ;  t h e  t e n  
ciirocnosomes as noted in plants 5-9-6 and 5-9-4, 
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ihe autiior wishoB to eXj/ress a^jj^TQCiLtion to Dr. 
S. .S,. CiiJxse ior /iis hulp mi advise tferough.oiit the 
problem, and'for his eneourageffleiat aiicl helpiul criticism 
in jjreiJc!i*s,t;i cE.-csi trie raaiuseri^t, 
wledg?iien,t is also m&e fcc tae jJeii:.!!) 
cultural- -i^asooiatioii. Inc. for iellO'^siiip siiiK^orting 
tliia stud:v' • 
